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What is or isn't modern art?

This?

Worf Vs Monster [Version 1]
The concept of this picture is easy enough to grasp, if you are led by
the hand and told exactly what everything means. Look at the lack of
legs on both Worf and the monster...this is representational. No legs
means no mobility. Yet the stance of both is one of aggression, of
combat, which, of course, traps them within their own irony. What's
more, the blank, white background indicates empty space, a lack of
ideological brickwork for the two subjects to lay their impossible
battle on. In all possible respects, they are in a vacuum, with only the
monster, by facing the observer, seemingly willing to consider both
the physical and intellectual terror of its predicament. As with all
great works of the Science Fiction Fiction movement, the piece is
unfinished on its own, and can only be seen in completion alongside
its other versions [of which there are typically between 4 and 8].

Worf Vs Monster [Version 2]
The second version fills in a little more of the picture and enhances
our understanding of the piece so far. [Within the Science Fiction
Fiction movement, it is always talked about as the piece 'so far...' The
idea of discussing all four versions at once is considered to be
'artistically brash'.]

So, there are legs, and the suggestion of movement. Yet the vacuum
remains, rendering both subjects firmly deterritorialised in this
frightening, alien environment. What is their future? What was their
past? It is both unknowable and irrelevant. The only thing they have
is what they were when they were frozen. From this perspective,
which is obviously the only perspective, the monster is and always
will be framed like a puppet, while Worf has and always will have his
hand down his pants. Also notable is the lack of colour. This matches
the lack of background, as colour would represent life, beliefs, doubt,
happiness, fear, was and will be etc. The implication of the artist is
clear: In a vacuum, you lose everything [except your rage].

Worf Vs Monster [Version 3]
As predicted in Version 2, the introduction of background brings with
it the addition of colour. Finally, Worf and the monster are given
place and feeling, in which they can both learn their respective
functions.
As observers, we are drawn towards the background, as the
introduction of colour has not changed or unchanged the situation of
the subjects. We, as strangers, want to know where this is taking
place. We want to know what the transition from 'vacuum' to 'room
with what could be a window' means, physically, symbolically and,
indeed, cryptothematically.
Well the answer is simple. The window is not merely a window, but a
device with which the observer is given the concept of looking at the
work from 'the other side'. It also gives the impression of a cell,
which in turn signifies the struggle between the two subjects as a
spectacle, something neither can deny nor escape, and something
which can function inside and outside of time and space and cryptotime.

Worf Vs Monster [Version 4]
This piece, the last version of the Worf Vs Monster series, seems to
offer the observer a sense of completion. Yet this would be a false
state, as one of the tenets of Science Fiction Fiction is the acceptance
of unstable memory blocks. To clarify, it is impossible to consider all
versions at once, as a whole, because the observer's memory of
versions 1, 2 and 3 is unreliable and, worse, in a constant state of
flux. And on the flip side, you cannot view all four versions at once as
the human eyes are not able to fit all four versions into one frame of
sight [The artist purposefully places each version on a different wall,
sometimes even in a different building].
What does this mean for us, the observer? Simply, that there is
nothing more and nothing less than the truth of each single version.
Does this mean we should not reference the other versions when
talking about another? Of course not, that's ludicrous.
Also, this version has a doorway, which obviously represents the
concept of either escape or interference. It is up to the observer to
decide a] if there is a future for the subjects, b] whether or not they'll
use that door, and c] if the door will remain a door or turn into some
kind of void to suck them into nothingness, which, of course, would
be represented by the colour white, not black.

You don't even know who I am, do you?

[Clue: Some metal f*** stuck a spike in my neck]

Editorial

Editorial

Editorial

It's been a year, I think.

What else?

A year since this thing was in London...or in
parts of London. We only usually print
about 1,000 copies so percentage-wise
that's...zero point something per cent of
London...

The mag should look better from now on.
Before, I didn't know what I was doing so it
looked like shit. But now, I know how to
change the colour of the text and change the
colour and style of the pictures too. So I can
get pictures from online and make them
grey...or I can make it look like it's been
scratched, not drawn. I even made this
editorial look like a flyer.

But then...maybe only twenty per cent of
that per cent would remember the last issue,
so the actual total would be...minus
something?
It's pretty hard to get my head around...I'm
writing to a negative number of people?
...
We haven't been in London, but we have
been in other places. The mag was dropped
in a hostel in Bucharest, the art commune in
Ljubljana, a few other places around lower
Europe.
Not only the mag, but zine novels too.
We're selling our books now. It's actually
not that hard to do...if you're a writer and
you can't or don't want to get picked up [it's
usually a mix of both, or one leading to the
other...they don't want me, so I don't want
them] by the bookshops then all you have to
do is write something short-ish, maybe 100150 pages, stick some artwork on the front
and back, and then print it and stick it in
places where you think people might buy it.
Not hard to do at all. Try it.
Oh yeah, we also put the zine novels in
Hong Kong. That's a tough city to crack.
People say it has no culture, but it does...you
just have to look around a little. If we go
back to percentages, I reckon it's like this:
London has 21% culture and Hong Kong
has about 4%. By culture, I mean art and
zine novels, ha.

The mag is still called Gupter Puncher, but
there's also Zizek Press. It's all the same
thing, really. We made our own press to sell
our books. We're gonna put them around
some places in London, so if you see one of
them, give it a try.
There's the Re-deem-shun zine too. Black
and white, 48 pages, Pol Pot, Zizek, Star
Trek, etc etc. I guess it'll be in London
around the same time as this one. Look for
a zine with Robocop on the front.
...
Personally, it's been a weird year. High point
was writing a book called Ljubljana Witch
and getting hexed by a real life witch/nut,
low point was spending another Xmas
alone, this one in La Coruna. But these low
points even themselves out the more you
have them, so they're never as bad as the
first two or three.
In fact, if you're feeling like shit, here's a
quote I've been using a lot lately. It's not
obscure, but it's from a film that seems to
exist in some forgotten trunk somewhere. I
think it'll help.
"Never give up, never surrender" - Tim
Allen, Galaxy Quest.

THE

OF NICK NOLTE

DETERRITORIALISATION
Chapter Seven
Nick Nolte the wildman drunk woke up
after a long night of reading, drinking and
smoking and, as he adapted to the light,
realised he was no longer Nick Nolte.
‘Shit…’
As he brushed his teeth in the bathroom
he further realised that he hadn’t been Nick
Nolte for a long time.
‘Shit, padre…’
He showered, put his contacts in and
tried to figure out some kind of time scale.
Twenty years?
Longer?
That cop film…the Eddie Murphy
thing…was that it?
He walked into his second living room,
in the beach pad bought by Nick Nolte the
mad scientist in that green monster film, and
thought about what he should do next.
Then a few seconds later he went
sideways and thought about why he’d come
to think of this in the first place.
There were all those books he’d been
reading. The ones Walter said would give
him trouble.
But, shit…just fiction and philosophy,
he thought.
Cela and the Life of Pascal Dirty. Camus
and the third man. Celine and the long
journey through the night. Malaparte
and…what was it…Virus? Disease? Sartre
and the nausea. Takahashi and the Sayonara
Gangsters. Hesse and those two guys…Nazi
and Goldman.
Shit, just fiction and ideas…
He shrugged and went back to thinking
of that other thing, the plan, what he should
do next.

******
Nick Nolte the wildman drunk stood in
front of the bathroom mirror and combed
his hair. He brushed his teeth again, whiter
than white, then smiled to the other.
‘Beautiful,’ he said. ‘A Goddamn
Philandropist.’
******
In the police station the first
arrestee smirked and said, ‘no reason, man.’
He was slapped twice then put back in
the cell.
The second arrestee smirked and said,
‘fuck you.’
He was given a ‘fuck you’ back, slapped
and put back in his cell.
The seven arrestees that came next were
all pretty much the same way.
******
The cop who liked to know why leaned
back in his chair, in the open plan office
space that was supposedly a police station,
next to the cop who liked to slap, near to
the other cops who also liked to slap.
‘Next,’ he said.
The next arrestee was brought across
the office floor, past the water cooler and
the computer terminals and fugitive pictures
on the wall, and told to sit down.
He sat down.
‘Why?’ the cop who liked to know why
asked.
‘Why what?’
‘Why? Why’d you do it?’
The arrestee understood and tried to
think of a clever answer, something about
that French guy way back who
philosophised about this kind of thing, the
thing about people and why they did bad
things, the life and stuff around them, but
he couldn’t make it clear in his head, not
clear enough to say, so he opened his mouth

and said:
‘Got no money, man.’
******
The cop who liked to know why
stopped at the water cooler and scanned the
whole floor, judging the other cops, the
ones who just liked to slap.
Some liked to know why, like him, but
not many. Two, in fact, but they were
absent.
No, wait…there they were.
The two other cops who liked to know
why came onto the floor carrying someone
by the arms.
It looked like that guy…the actor…Nick
Nolte the wildman drunk. Only not quite so
wild.
They brought the man over to a chair
and sat him down. He said something and
they gave him a cigarette.
The cop who liked to know why walked
over and hovered nearby.
He looked closer at the man’s face.
Jesus, it was that guy…Nick Nolte the
wildman drunk. But…
******
The two other cops who liked to know
why asked Nick Nolte the wildman drunk
why he’d been trying to strangle a tramp.
‘Where’s the camera, padre?’
They asked him what provoked the
attack.
Nick Nolte the wildman drunk reached
up and checked his hair.
‘You haven’t taken the picture…’
They asked him if he had some kind of
vendetta against the homeless.
‘No…shit, I was trying to help that
fucker. He attacked me. Now what about
that picture?’
They asked him if it was part of a belief
system.
‘The picture, man… mugshot…conpic…whatever we’re calling it…’
Did he believe the homeless were weak
and deserved to die?
‘No…just take the picture, man, come
on…’
Had he read something that gave him
this idea? Dostoyevsky’s The Devils
perhaps?
Nick Nolte the wildman drunk put both

hands on his hair, pushing it down.
‘I can’t hold it much longer…I can’t…’
Or Crime and Punishment? Did he
believe he was better than everyone else?
‘Take my fucking picture, man…’
They told him to calm down, just
answer the questions.
******
The cop who liked to know why
checked his watch. Lunch time. He nodded
at his colleagues and walked off.
******
Nick Nolte the wildman drunk
disappeared under the table after the next
question about nihilism.
He pulled at his hair and chipped away
at the desk with his fingernails and
muttered, ‘I ain’t no fucking nihilist, man,
and I ain’t no fucking tramp strangler, and I
ain’t no…ain’t no whatever you’re saying I
am…I’m…’
Nick Nolte the wildman drunk came
back up from under the desk and grabbed a
pencil. He tried to lunge at the cop nearest
to him, one of the ones who liked to know
why, but it was too far to reach.
He said sorry and put the pencil down.
Next to the pencil was a stapler.
Nick Nolte the wildman drunk picked it
up and lunged for the other cop, whose
hand was flat on the desk, and tried to staple
his hand to the wood. Again, too far, and he
was too slow anyway.
‘Shit, sorry man,’ he said, and put the
stapler down.
He grabbed at his hair, pulling it this
way and that…
Another cop, one who liked to slap,
came close and asked him for his autograph.
Hanging at his waist was a firearm.
Nick Nolte the wildman drunk smiled,
took the pen and paper and wrote, ‘Fuck
you, inquisitor.’
The cop who liked to slap tried to read
it, and as he did, Nick Nolte the wildman
drunk grabbed his firearm and shot him in
the gut.
‘Got a hole in your gut, padre…’
He stood up, laughed, and shot the two
cops who liked to know why point blank in
the chest.

The rest of the issue - outline
1] Film news - The French critic and
general film news, Duncan Jones and the
Slovenian Space movie...the stuff I pulled
on the new Blade Runner film...
Maybe have Tomomi start writing her
film preview and then get phased out by
the French guy...then Tomomi moans
about it and tries to butt back in...
2] Stop seeing Vina, she's a fucking tease.
What the hell am I doing hanging out
with a nut by the river at 3am on a
Tuesday?
Look for creative types...Slovenian, if
possible...
3] An interview with Zizek on the
portrayal of race on Star Trek...I've
written half of this already...
4] The Lost Page of the Book of Disquiet
- gotta keep pimping this one, it's pretty
huge news and someone's gonna take
notice soon enough...

5] ??
6] Don't fuck around no more. Two
more months then I'm outta here. DO
NOT FUCK THE 52 YEAR OLD, SHE
LOOKS LIKE A MAN.
7] Stay away from the younglings too...or
not? If I hang out with the 17 year old a
few times, I could call it research for the
Sucking script...don't have to fuck her,
just listen to the dumb shit coming out
her mouth...
8] Three quarters of the way in, draw a
pic of the rabbit from Monty Python and
the Holy Grail?
Also, I know how to make pics grey and
blurry now, so we could do that to a lot
of the pics we use...might make it look a
bit classier, like we haven't just
copy/pasted them off random sites...
9] Make the text bigger, it's way too small
to read the way it is...

[Quote from 'Flow my tears, the policeman said' lift something from near the end where the sister of
the policeman tells Jason the singer that her
mindscape has become the governing reality of the
world and that's why he no longer exists]

FILM
To: Oli
From: Tomomi Leung
Subject: Sundance!
Hey dude, haven't heard from you in ages, not since that Cannes thing I rode in
late...what's up? You still want me to pen something for you?
Let me know, cos I'm just back from Sundance.
Tomi xxx

Blade Runner 2
Do humans dream of
natural sheep?
It looks like whichever studio got luckilyassociated with the original is going back to
the well for another dunk.
Who was it? Viacom? Carolco?
No, they went bust, I'm sure of it. Someone
else must have the rights now.
...
Anyway, here are the basics:
Cast: Michael Fassbender plays a cop who definitely won't be connected, related to or
cloned from the original's Deckard. Rachel Weisz plays a replicant who doesn't know
she's really human. Michael Shannon plays an ordinary replicant gone mad. And, in a nice
piece of counter-counter-intuitive casting, Logan Lerman plays the 22 year old CEO of
the big corporation that makes the replicants. Fucking rich kids.
Director: The Riddler, who else?
Story: Not a huge amount is known apart from the most basic concept: It's twenty years
or so after the original, and Lerman's father has just been murdered, leaving the company
in the hands of the precocious little shit. Did Lerman kill his father? Probably. But that
doesn't really matter. The main plot is: The huge corporation has found a way to expand

the replicants' life cycles to almost human levels, which means a sea change in human
evolution. Parents are choosing to 'give birth' to replicants instead of natural kids, mainly
due to the durability and intelligence of the replicants.

What does this mean for the theme?
It means it's completely different. No more
'what does it mean to be human?' Now it's
'what does it mean to be replicant?' And more
than that, it means people no longer wish to be
known as human, and everyone under the age
of 25 claims to be a replicant.
Is this dumb?
Actually, not really. It's better than going step
by step through the original again, with a cop
hunting replicants, only this time eight of
them, not four. That was what came out of the
first few passes at the script.
What changed?
John Sayles got a hold of it. Previous history had him fiddling with Jurassic Park 3, which
wasn't great, and despite his own films being pretty decent, he was starting to get a
reputation as a guy who comes in, does five minutes work, gets the fuck out and doesn't
apologise for it. There's only so many times you can use the line 'it wasn't even my film, I
just made it slightly less shit' before people start to wonder why you can't actually make it
unshit to begin with.
But anyway, here are the changes he's made, changes that have caused Scott to claim 'if I
do this thing right, it could be bigger than the original.' Of course, Scott always says shit
like that, and we'll have a better idea what to expect when we see his new Alien flick. The
guy is nearly 80, perhaps he's just run out of innovations?

Original script: Set two minutes after the
original, Rachel breaks down in some random gas
station toilet. Deckard feels her up a bit [it's okay,
she's a replicant] then puts her in the truck and
takes her back to his place. There she stays for the
rest of the movie, Deckard's private sex doll.
Sayles' script: Deckard is jettisoned
completely. The movie begins 20 years later,
with the murder of Lerman's father by

Lerman. The scene is caught on CCTV and
Lerman claims it wasn't him, it was another
replicant. It's clear that the police know
Lerman is a replicant - in fact, one of the
police officers, the higher-ranking one, is a
replicant too.
Original script: Eight replicants escape from an
asteroid. They brutally despatch the guards, and
look deeply upset when one of their own gets
killed. Oh, what does it mean to be human?
Sayles' script: There aren't eight bad guys,
there is only one. And he's not really bad,
he's just tired of life. His first scene is him
sitting in a cafe, staring out a window, halfreading about some replicants doing
something cool in Space in the newspaper.
Then he's in his apartment, getting ready for
bed. Then he's in an office, working
alongside other replicants, doing
unexceptional work. Then he's at home
again. Then at work. Then at home. Then
work. This continues for fifteen minutes,
giving us an acute sense of what it means to
be a replicant when a] you can live a long
time, and b] when there are many of you.
Original script: Three of the replicants have sex
for thirteen minutes. They alternate between
passionate, excited, jealous, confused. When it's
done, they go into a different room and have sex
there too. Not only can they fuck like humans,
they can do it faster, better, more often.
Sayles' script: The bad replicant gets sick
of his tedious routine and tries to chat up a
human woman in a bar. He uses his
replicant brain to impress her, speaking in
four different languages, but then another
replicant with better programming comes
along and outclasses him. The bad replicant
follows the couple out of the bar and kills
them as they're about to have sex in the
alley.

Original script: Deckard sits in his apartment
with no lights, and watches the playback of the
three replicants having sex. After he's done, he
goes to Rachel and has sex with her, crying at the
end of it.
Sayles' script: Fassbender is called in to
hunt the bad replicant, who has sent a note
to one of the newspapers saying it's all
Logan Lerman's fault. Fassbender is treated
like shit by the high-ranking police officers
because they are replicants and he is human.
Or is he??
Original script: Deckard gets as far as his car
before getting depressed again. He returns to his
apartment and has more sex with Rachel. After
he's done, one of the eight replicants breaks into
his apartment for unexplained reasons and
Deckard fights him naked. You see, the replicant
is clothed, Deckard is naked. It means something,
it has to. The replicant wins the fight, but allows
Deckard to go for his gun and shoot him dead. As
he dies, he smiles. Deckard walks over to him and
sees he's not quite dead. His last words: 'Was I
smiling just then? Am I a replicant? Who knows?
[Pause] Man, I've seen things you wouldn't
believe...things...in Space...on fire and...' Deckard
waits for the rep to die, puts his gun away and
strokes his cock. Then stops and looks down at it,
confused. [Not sure where the gun goes]
Sayles' script: Rachel Weisz appears at the
police station and says hi to Fassbender. She
says she's a replicant, but is actually quite
nice to him. Then the other police officers
treat him like shit again, and she does the
same. Fassbender asks her why she's helping
him. She says she 'hates replicants who
don't appreciate what they've been given.'
Original script: Deckard puts on a robot
costume and goes to look for the replicants. He
finds one of them at a strip bar and shoots her in
the back. Then he takes her top off, feels her up a

bit then throws her through seven different sheets
of glass.
Sayles' script: Fassbender finds the bad
replicant pretty fast because they have his
scans on record. Fassbender wonders why
the police needed him for such an easy task,
and the bad replicant tells him it's because
they don't want to be contaminated with his
'ideas'. They talk for a long time about what
it means to be ordinary, the bad replicant
confessing that all he ever wanted was to go
into Space. Fassbender pulls his gun out and
asks if he's got any last words. The bad
replicant thinks for a second then shakes his
head. 'I've seen nothing. Ever.'
Original script: Deckard fucks Rachel a few
more times, then goes to find the six remaining
replicants. Each one of them is killed by him, one
by one, with each of them showing a different
human emotion before their death. Finally, the last
replicant runs up to the roof and stands near the
edge, trying to get Deckard to come over to him.
Deckard doesn't, he shoots him instead. The final
replicant falls over the edge, clinging onto a pipe
thing sticking out the side of the wall. Deckard
walks over and spends the last ten minutes of the
movie trying to loosen the replicant's grip, before
giving up and shooting him in the eye instead.
Sayles's script: Not sure what happens in
the second half of the movie. It's being kept
under very tight wraps. But Lerman must
come back into it at some point, and there's
a chance Fassbender won't shoot the bad
replicant halfway into the film. Some kind
of resistance struggle maybe?
So, that's it. Two different visions of Blade
Runner. Not sure which is best, but at least the
John Sayles' version is trying something new.
The only problem is, do the fans want
something different? They always say they do,
but...do they? We'll find out in a summer or
two.

Hi Tomi,
Hmm, thanks for your e-mail, but I don't think we've ever met. You know this is Oli
from Gupter Puncher, right? I'm not sure, but maybe there's another Oli from a different
magazine I don't know about...maybe you got us mixed up and somehow your e-mail got
sent to me.
Btw, your writing sounds interesting, maybe we can work together in the future if the
other Oli doesn't get back to you.
Oli

Message for Richard Kelly
[The Sucking - script notes]

To: Richard Kelly
Subject: Notes on 'The Sucking'/scene ideas
Hey man, as requested, here are some notes I've made on ' The Sucking'. I know it's
taken a while, but you said you'd be busy on that Box sequel for a few months, so I
thought it'd be better if I stretched out and took my time. The script is only 20 pages old
so far, but will defo be done by the end of the month. I think it's looking pretty
good...could even be your golden ticket back inside the factory, if JabbaWonka's in a
forgiving mood...
Btw, these are just notes I'm making as I write. Let me know what you think/what you
hate etc.
Stav.

Film title: The Sucking [TBC]
Setting: Hong Kong [Kowloon side,
away from the bankers/spoilt rich
kids]
Plot: Not sure if you remember all the
details, but here's a recap anyhow. A guy
discovers that in order to gain access to
unknown knowledge of the Universe
and how it works, he has to suck the
talent out of local artists. But there's a
catch. The artists must have genuine
talent, or he will feel sick and possibly
even die. Like Russian Roulette, only
with quantifiable talent instead of bullets.
So, the bulk of the film consists of him
going around different art galleries and
communes of Hong Kong [Fo Tan,
Kwun Tong, Cattle Depot etc], trying to
understand what is and what isn't good
art. And if he finds some good stuff, he
starts killing and sucking. Also, his
sidekick is an 18 year old girl he met on
the internet, who worships every move
he makes but understands little about art.
Obviously, he dominates her, but to
make him a little more sympathetic, he is
aware he is dominating her and tries to
guide her into standing up for herself
more. Of course, when she does, he
knocks her back down. He's a
complicated dude, and a real human
being. Or human being witch. The
emotions are the same anyway. It'll work.
Scene ideas [various, no real order or
design behind them yet...]
1] The main guy has sex with the 18 year
old in dominant positions. He's always in
control. Intercut this with scenes of him
trying to tell her to disagree with him or
stand up for herself.

Budget: Whatever you can scam out
of leftover D.D. fans...
Genre: Bizarro
[The 18 year old could become a 16 year
old to give us more edge/sleaze]
2] In Kubrick Cafe he meets a woman
the same age as him and they look at the
film posters on the wall and say what
they know about each one. He likes the
woman a lot but she has a boyfriend, so
she leaves [kissing her 'suddenly walking
into the cafe boyfriend'] and he has to go
back to his apartment and the 18 year
old bimbo. He asks her if she knows any
of the films he was talking about with
the other woman in the cafe, but she's
too young. All she knows is 'lang mo'
and Iron Man.
3] The opening scene is him alone at
night, looking at graffiti on a subway
wall, confused. He looks at the tag and
then goes home and googles the name of
the artist. Then he goes into his room,
which has some weird cult-ish shit on
the wall. He closes his eyes for a
moment and then writes something on
the wall. But it's shit and he knows it. He
shakes his head and rubs it off. Or
maybe earlier, he talks to the graffiti
artist while he's at the subway wall, and
thinks about sucking his talent, but
doesn't? Would that work better?
4] He goes to the library and loans a
book about the Universe and weird
theories. He takes it to Phonograph [bar
in Kowloon, I took you there once when
you were scouting for '1/2
Devil'...remember?] and sits alone then
when he goes to the toilet someone tells

him that the only way to understand the
Universe is to kill for it.

5] Or maybe he should be some kind of
witch already and he knows what he has
to do...the voice in the alley tells him that
looking at art is not enough, he needs to
feed off the source. The voice can be
subtitled as it's some kind of
supernatural entity. The audience
shouldn't be able to understand it, that's
how far above us it is.
[But this brings a problem...if regular
humans like you and me write about a
supernatural entity that is way above us
in the evolutionary ladder then...how can
we make that being sound un-human?
We are human and can only think so far,
and anything we do come up with is still
human-based, whereas a God or
supernatural four dimensional thing
would be completely different to any
ontology we can dress it up in. Do you
understand what I'm getting at? Not sure
how to get past this, ideas welcome...]
6] The witch goes to Fo Tan Art Estate
and meets a local artist. There's no one
else in the gallery and they talk for a
while, getting along quite well. He
doesn't leave, they talk more and then he
tries to touch her. They either fuck or
they don't, and then he sucks out her
talent. This scene should run for 20

minutes to build up tension. The actual
sucking part of it should be filmed as
both a rape and a murder. Maybe bring a
smoke machine, make it look more
sinister/supernatural?
7] He writes some funny/good shit
about the Universe after he sucks the
talent out of each artist. E.g. 'There's an
average of 17,225 potential dictators
born each minute in every solar system'
or 'Hydrogen is the root element of
everything, including itself. It just
pretends that it's not.' [Note: We could
get Miranda July to write these. But not
anything else, okay?]

8] He tries to get the opinions of the 18
year old on different art. E.g. he holds
up pictures by Klee or Ramirez or
someone funky, and asks her what it
means. She gives the wrong answer,
whatever that might be. He ends up
arguing against everything she says and
dominating her again. This could be
slotted in with the sex scenes to
emphasize how dominant he really is
with her. What do you think? Too
obvious?
9] Should there be a second main
character...a hero artist? Or the 18 year
old girl could be the hero? Or...maybe I
should be the hero, the guy doing the
shitty zines that no one reads...make it

more like Ljubljana Witch? And the 18
year old girl can be my fuck...and the
witch can
10] Somewhere in the middle, there can
be a montage of all the killings. Too
typical? How about we turn it on its
head? The witch kills the local artists, but
the scenes in the montage flow
awkwardly, and then out of order, until
finally one of the artists he just killed is
alive again and making him a cup of tea.
This might be a new cinematic
device...the anti-montage? It might mean
something too, more than we
know...they say things are invented by
chance, not design...is that true? I don't
know...I think I picked up that last line
from Star Trek...
11] Near the end, there's a drawn out
scene between the witch and the 18 year
old girl. It has everything: Arguments,

small talk, kissing, fucking, sucking. All
the while, we don't know if he's had
enough of her or not...will he kill her or
won't he? Then, like Before Sunset, we
end it on an elliptical note...he stands by
the door, locks it then looks back at her,
deliberating...
12] The witch MUST NOT and
CANNOT die. But then...how do we
end it? Maybe have him standing in a
gallery, looking at some shit modern art,
with no more talent left in the city for
him to suck...then he walks outside and
looks at the night sky, confused...you
see? He'll never know the truth of the
Universe, not while there's shit art all
around him.
13] I'm looking two years into the future
and I know it's going to work. Can you
see it too, man?

Dude, what the fuck? This is the e-mail I always send to. Even I know the chances of
there being two Olis who are editors of magazines are pretty anorexic.
Are you messing with me?
T.O.M.O.M.I. [annoyed, confused, rejected?]

'Why that particular film? Well...think of it this way, brother.
Real life equals real life, which is of course uncapturable. Film
equals depiction of life, real or fantastical or whatever. Realist
film...equals the depiction of real life, with a 20-25% loss of
authenticity due to creative intent. And 'Resident Evil 5'...that
was...it was something that was...[Pause] You know what I
mean?'
Wentworth Miller, social theorist, intellectual, star of The Social Network and
Captain America, defends his uneven choice of recent movies.

Slovenian novel adapted by Duncan Jones into low
key, sci-fi 'thing' = better than most other shit we get

A man sells his house and decides to build a
tunnel under the main river running through the
town. Everyone else thinks he's mad, but he's
not, he's had a vision. On the other side of that
river, if approached from the mud of the Earth,
is the solution to everything.

Slovenian literature isn't really on the
map yet...not the international, white,
middle class, prize-giving map anyway...

But where is the man's workforce? Unable to
find any local help, the man goes to the criminal
community and picks out the worst of the worst.
And they dig well at first, but then the killings
start.

But there's one book there that got
Duncan Jones' attention. I can't
remember the name, but that doesn't
matter as it's being given an American
one...
The Space Markers.
Here's the story:
A crew of fifty, all with shady, 'not completely
known' pasts, pilots two spaceships on a 23
Light year journey to the next habitable star
system. Every month the crew swaps ships to
keep things fresh and people from going insane.
Every light year they stop and build a small
space station as a marker for those who will
follow in the coming years.
But as the third station is built, two of the crew
go missing. A few hours later their bodies are
found. The Captain, who has a secret history of
madness, launches an investigation, but only one
thing is learnt. There is a killer on board.
So how similar is this plot to the
Slovenian original?

The concept seems to be the same. The
idea of madman as
pioneer/progressive...though there's a
little more purpose in the Space journey
than there is in the tunnel under the river
leading to spiritual enlightenment plot.
What else?
It's hard to say. I've read the Slovenian
novel and if the twist is the same in the
Duncan Jones version then there's a
whole other theme...one that would suit
the isolation of Space a lot better than a
small town in Slovenia.
Can I say more?

Maybe. It's to do with loneliness. And
how far you'd go not to be alone.
One thing is for sure...it won't be
Hollywood fluff. Jones popped up
on metelkova.com last week, saying:
'We won't be going that direction...I
hope. It's more a low-key, almost
claustrophobic affair. No real budget to

speak of...lots of interiors, dark
corridors, stock footage from the nearest
planetarium, that kind of thing. Though
we might need a few dollars for the
space stations.'
The director of MOON and Source
Code, taking on no budget sci-fi
again...excited.

Tomi, I'm not messing with you. I have never heard of you or from you in my life. This is
kinda weird...it really does sound like you believe what you're writing. Maybe we've
slipped into another reality or something? Actually, I just put a quote on the previous
page from a book where this kind of thing happens...spooky, huh?
Anyway, if you want, if you're not too mad, you could send me a page or two on the
Sundance festival and I'll see if I can fit it in. I can't promise anything as we already have a
French guy doing the film stuff, but I'll see what I can do.
Oli

Cage + Coens
raising more Arizona?

After disappearing off the face of the
Solar System for the last eighteen years,
the Coens are back, re-teaming with
occasional actor/full time vampire
Nicholas Cage to make a kind of sequel
to their 1989 cult hit, Raising Arizona.
The script has already been written, but
that's about all we know. It's assumed
Cage will be reprising his role of baby
thief [insert name] but the word is Holly
Hunter and John Goodman will be left
where they were at the end of the first
film.

Here's what Cage has to say on it: "It's
looking good, probably the best script
I've read since 'Doubt'. I can't say much
more, the brothers will kill me. Not that
I'm afraid of them. I'm not afraid of
anyone, man, beast or gangster. Fuck it,
I'll tell you one thing. Remember the first
movie when I kept running and running
through the supermarket? Well, what if
that supermarket wasn't really a
supermarket but a psychological
construct? And if that's the case, what
was I actually running through?"

Dude, now I know you're messing with me. Okay, I'll send the report, but we both know
it ain't gonna be a page or two.
Tomi xxxx
p.s what French guy?

TOMOMI LEUNG at Sundance Film Festival

Dude, I'm up in the snow, running
around Sundance.
Actually, it's not really snowing this
year...I mean, yeah, there's been some,
but not like full on Zhivago snow. Not
sure why it's like this, but I'm not Halle
Berry or Sean Connery in a teddybear suit
so I'm just gonna deal with it the way it
is. Limited snow, but decent films.
Wait, dude, I forgot...I haven't seen any
films yet. I was gonna go to the new
Malick thing with Ben Affleck last night,
but it got pulled at the last minute. Or
not even pulled, more like snatched by
Malick when he realised people were
actually gonna see the thing. It's kinda
weird, I guess...he didn't care about the
tree film last year at Cannes, so what's the
big deal about this one? Maybe it's
Affleck...rumour has it, Affleck has been
rubbing up against Sean Penn the last few
weeks, and Penn's been mumbling in his

ear about 'respect' and 'integrity' and
'sententiousness' and how Malick screws
actors and cuts them to pieces and actors
shouldn't have to put up with that kind
of shit...and it looks like Affleck's been
listening to it too because he's not here
and I heard from little Jez Renner that
he's not gonna be here any time soon...
Y' know, dude, reading that last part
back, I'm thinking, what is
'sententiousness'? I don't know what it
means, and when I don't know what
something means I just guess, and my
guess is telling me, it's something like
'sentimental'...but, dude, is that anywhere
near right?
Fuck, why do I still write about
corrections and vocab? I bet Penn
doesn't know what it means either...or he
does know because he looked it up
before seeing Affleck just so he could
seem smart...every actor knows 'integrity'

and 'respect'...but not 'self-respect'...and
Penn always has to put a surprise word in
there...he was doing that shit ten years
ago too...seriously, he used it on me in
Bar Largo one time in the 90s...can't
remember the year, but it was just after
he said that thing about Nicky Cage not
being an actor anymore...and the whole
time he was hitting on me, he was talking
about Cage...I mean, dude, he was
ripping into the guy, like he had this huge
list of shitty words in his pocket and he
just sat there with his legs hanging off the
bar stool saying these long words without
explaining any of them...and, dude, the
thing you have to remember about Penn
is he's super short...like, in all his movies,
if he's playing against someone taller,
which is most of everyone, he'll do the
scene sitting down on something...you
think it's not true, but what about that
one he did with Nic Kidman? I watched
the whole thing and not once were they
standing next to each other...and at the
end when there were no more chairs and
they were outside, he was sitting on the
fucking railings!!

at Cannes, the one with DiCaprio...I even
wrote up that thing with Gallo, and that
put me in loads of shit...seriously, he
never read the thing, but one of his
accessories did and they told him about it
and now I've been blacklisted out of the
indie scene...dude, really, it's worse than
you think, but...
Fuck, I'm doing it again...okay, dude, no
more amble, I'm just gonna set my mind
on Sundance and write things only about
Sundance. Wait, is it bad to repeat
'Sundance'? I guess...okay, what about,
'I'm gonna set my mind on movies and
write about Sundance'?

So, who have I seen so far?

Dude, I better stop picking on Penn...Oli
said I've only got a couple of pages this
issue...or maybe less, I don't know.
Y'know, he actually said he didn't
remember who I was...and I've been
doing this column thing, whatever it is,
for the last two years, and then suddenly
he's hired a French guy to write it...dude,
am I that terrible? I know I lack vocab
and structure, but it feels to me like I'm
developing each time I do this thing...and
it's not like I don't write interesting
things, right? I mean, I've written loads
of confessionals...the one about Gosling

Like I said or wrote before, I haven't
seen any screen yet, only faces...there was
Michelle Williams last night in one of the
bars, I don't know the names of the
places here...I heard they're all named
after things in Bobby Redford movies,
but obscure things that no one can
remember, which, so Mish Williams tells
me, means no one thinks he's full of
himself and all that movie history he's got
behind him...which isn't as much as he
thinks really as I can only remember
Sundance kid and Indecent Proposal and
that one with Tom Cruise in an office...I
guess he must've done more than that,
but, dude, the proof of history's in what
still gets played at the midnight showings
in Austin and New York, and it ain't
Redford movies...actually, it's been a lot
of Cronenberg recently, and I was

wondering why this was, but then I saw
Jimmy Franco last week and he was
telling me it's only because Croney's been
gone a while, and because he's coming
back with that Freud/Jung film with
wooden stick Keira Knightley, the
midnight showings are gonna ditch him
for someone else...he even said that
Lynch might get played again if he stays
away another two or three years...
Dude, I'm swerving so many directions I
don't know which way is road...I'm too
scared to read this back, I know I've gone
off track but...fuck it, dude, I don't claim
to know about structure and it's a good
sign I know I've gone off track, right? It's
some kind of progress, even if I can't
ever seem to stop doing it...so, yeah, I'm
just gonna continue or go back to the
movies...
No, wait...I haven't seen any
movies...okay, dude, back to the faces
then...who else?

off that easy because he's pretty full of
himself too...last year at Cannes he...
Fuck it, let's not dwell on Cannes...if you
wanna know that bad, just look it up, I'm
sure it's somewhere...but the movie thing
about Gosling, the thing I was trying to
say was...wait, what was I trying to say?
Dude, I think I said it already. He's not
here, he doesn't have a movie out...I
think that's it. No, wait...one thing about
that Drive thing he did...did no one else
wonder why anyone cared enough to talk
to the guy? I mean, dude, he just smiled
at people and said about two words
max...this is not a comfortable thing, this
is awkward...which kinda makes me think
either Gosling or the director...the
Winding Reffin guy...one of them is
seriously awkward in real life
conversations and they funnelled all that
shit into Drive and then flipped it round
and called it anti-heroic...and all the other
characters fly towards him like he's a
fireball or something...

I guess the big news is Gosling's not here
this year...not that I care much, the guy's
a sleaze, maybe the biggest sleaze since
Jimmy Cromwell at the Oscars that
time...or Jared Leto at that Hong Kong
festa I went to last year...the fucker tried
to take me into a closet and fuck me, can
you believe it? In the fucking arts centre
too...
Anyway, Gosling...he's not here and for
once he doesn't have a film either...which
means we all get to breathe a fucking
breath [?] of relief and focus on having a
decent time with one less sleaze around
trying to get his hands on your tits in
front of Jimmy Caan and Meryl
Streep...no wait, that wasn't Gosling, that
was Gary Cole...dude, remember him?
The guy from American Gothic and
Office Space...I don't think he does much
in movies anymore, but he still turns up
at the parties...but yeah, he's the sleaze,
not Gosling...but Gosling, I can't let him

Dude, that last part sounded quite
good...didn't it? I don't write that well
usually, but it feels like when I just let go
and keep moving my fingers on the
keyboard and channel into some part of
my brain I don't know about, good
things come out...maybe this is how
writing works? But, dude, what does that
say? That my personality isn't really any
part of me I know, and that when I
switch off and, y'know, dive out of the
system of things, that's when the good
stuff comes out?

I don't know, dude...this is sounding
more like the stuff Oli writes...or the
stuff Vince Gallo talks about...when he's
around long enough to do any talking...

was...ah, Walker...Paul Walker! No,
Facinelli never goes out anymore, not
since he did Twilight...and, dude, who
can fucking blame him?

No, fuck Gallo, I'm not bringing him
back into this...and I'm not dwelling any
longer on psychology or metaphysics or
whatever it is that 'what and where is my
personality?' question was...

Dude, what track was I on there? I see I
was writing about Bloom, but...I don't
think I really had any great point to make
about him...I guess all I wanted to say
was, isn't it weird how one year someone
can be up in the top of the castle and the
next year they're down in the shit? I hope
you're reading that, Oli...the next time
you forget who I am and all the shit I've
written for you...but whatever, I don't
really care...I guess there's an outside
chance something weird has gone on that
I don't know about...but I remember
Downey Jr told me one time, when
everything logical has been ruled out, the
only thing left must be the answer, even
if it's crazy...does that relate to this? I
think it does...dude, I don't know...and
another thing, I've just noticed something
about my writing...sometimes I write
'movies', sometimes I write 'film'...and
this is mixing me up a little...film means
serious and intelligent, movie means
simple and fun, right? So if I'm using
them both it means...what? I'm multifaceted?

Faces, faces, faces...I guess I don't have
much more space so I'm gonna go
fast...I've been here maybe four nights
now and it's nearly over so I figure I
won't be seeing much more...and, who
else have I seen? Ha, dude, I nearly
forgot...I saw Orlando Bloom...remember
him? Yeah, he's fading for me too, but I
saw him last night and he was trying to
get time with Mish Williams pretty much
the whole night and...it's weird, five years
ago, she would've been hunting him, but
now she's up in the castle and he's
fucking around in the moat with all the
peasants and he's hunting her...and it gets
weirder, he was hunting her with his wife
in the same fucking room! Ha, only
Bloom would take that many risks to get
himself a fuck...kinda like the time me,
Chris Klein, Krissy Dunst and Tobey
MacGuire were in the hotel room
watching TV and drinking and Bloom
comes in, sits down for ten minutes then
tries to get me into the
bathroom...seriously, he was doing that
thing that all the actors do...they grab
your hand and spin you around like
you're dancing and then they try to
engineer it so you end up in the
bathroom and then they turn you round
and rub up against your ass and try to get
your knickers down...dude, I'm not even
joking...that exact same routine has been
tried on me about forty or fifty times in
the last five years...they must be talking to
each other, giving each other maps, and
somehow that whole routine must be
working somewhere as they keep doing
it...last guy tried it with me was...who was
it...Pete Facinelli? No, not him...it

[Pic of Robert Downey Jr with arm
around Tomomi]
Wait, I've seen some movies...it's been a
few days since I wrote this thing and
reading it back I know that I've seriously
misjudged this thing...no, not misjudged,
the other thing...where you write the
wrong thing completely and you realise
the thing you should've been writing
about isn't there at all...which means, I
should've been writing about movies, not
Orlando Bloom, and, really, the only
thing I've done is write four pages on
gossip...dude, I don't wanna be
remembered that way, I'm better than
that, so...[Ed: Sorry, Tomomi, we've run
out of space. I did give you more than
two pages though.]

Bring me the head of

Axel Foley

words by Stephane Malade [Trans. by Marc Horne]

Three months ago it was no big deal to have
a head at the end of my neck.
But that was a long time ago: three months
ago.
In three months, one can watch Beverly
Hills Cop 1,252 times, assuming one does
not sleep and has two VHS copies so one
can be rewound while the second is being
watched.
I wake up in my little white room. My
window has turned orange. Paco kicks the
door open.
“Franchute, the boss gets back from
Guadalajara today. He'll be too fucked up
for hookers by midnight so you better have
got your shit together, man.”
I get out of bed. You know, it's a pretty
good bed. And I get pretty good food, in a
spicy, manly, probably got shit in it kind of
way.
In other great news my bullet wound is
almost sealed up and I am still a writer.
I sit on the balcony and I snap my manacle
around my ankle and I give a thumbs-up to
Chico and he nods and he pats his AK-47.

Then I start typing, then I stop typing
because my printout is getting a little faded
so I need to squint a little bit and lift my
mirrored aviator glasses up. Tijuana
sunshine management.
“Chico, what does El Jefe think of Casey
Affleck?”
Chico does a gesture with his hands and his
mouth and the inside of his wrist that looks
a lot like the seduction, rape and murder of
a donkey.
I sit and think about what that means for
me. I know it means something. Something
like life or death. But it also means nothing.
So I press ahead. I look through my printout
for something coming out in 2012 that will
catch my master's imagination.
I think about Axel Foley.
I think about Dutch.
I think about Martin Riggs.
I think about Snake Plisskin.
I think about the god of America,
manifesting in these forms. The pure god of
America.
I imagine the time when he still had balls.
I imagine him fucking Casey Affleck's
mother, Martina.

Europeans wrote death novels, Aztecs sent
death text messages.

VHS
VERY
HEAVY
SEMEN

Same thing now.

Created Casey Affleck
Then I start to write my review of "Paradise
Lost"
++++
A few years ago, El Jefe received a bullet to
the head. At the time he shrugged it off. His
doctor pulled it out. It had barely turtleheaded its way through the thick bone at the
base of the skull. No one worried much. El
Jefe kept the bullet in his little box of
treasures along with several unopened
packets of football stickers from the mid
70s.
Then one day, Jefe sat down and tried to
watch a movie. It was agony. Not the kind
of agony a film critic experiences at a
Michael Bay retrospective. Physical agony,
worse than being shot in the back of the
head, or getting a broken Dos Equis bottle
in your balls.
He took a break. Spent the day swimming.
Looked down at the beach, once full of
Yankees now full of the emptiness of their
fear of him, El Jefe, and the innate fear of
decapitation. Tourism ruined Mexican
beaches: drug wars saved Mexican beaches,
but brought in just as many Yankee dollars.
People lacked perspective. Criminals like
those El Jefe employed died all the time in
ones and twos. Now they died thirty at a
time. This reduced the cost of cleanup and
investigation.
And yes, heads came off. And yes bags full
of heads were rolled into discotheques.
Wasn't it a bit odd to focus on that?

[Text missing]

El Jefe's head was clear as glass. He went
back to work with no recurrence of
symptoms. Until one day he tried to watch
Transformers 2 on DVD in the back of his
Hummer on the way back from Monterey.
Transformers 1 had really done it for him.
At the end he had said, "That, my friends, is
what I call a Transformers 1!"
But only a minute into Transformers 2, the
world started to go square. Time started to
go stripy. The taste of his tongue became a
number. The faces of his compadres, his
brothers, his killers... They started to show
considerable temporal artifacts, bits of the
past smeared over bits of the present and
could not handle the future. He staggered to
the floor. His brain was bloated and it found
an image that rang like a bell: LL Cool J
uploading the virus to the aliens in
Independence Day.
El Jefe was in bed. He looked at the door.
For the first time since the last time he killed
a man in a knife fight (back on Colonia
Real) he feared that someone would come
through the door of his bedroom and kill
him.
Senility was something a gangster hated and
feared. Once a chief stumbled over a
number or a name, the gorillas would start
to circle the silverback ready to tear him
open and show that even as they ate leaves
and ants they had been building up a blood
appetite to cannibalize the alpha male and
climb on his corpse and fuck it and eat it
and roar his head high in the sky, the first
football, flashing past the mix of jungle and
sky.
Collapsing in front of the TV was the first
weak thing he had done in his Zeta life. He
watched the pale white door, pale as paper.
Would they come? The strength of his life
before today, the weight of his murders and
the wire of his cunning...could they make
the white slab impenetrable and keep him
alive?

The door, after an hour, became a
projection screen of his memories: tequila
stolen from the kitchen at Easter, first ride
with Maria Alonzo, warts on priests' faces,
hair on those warts, killing Jose Morales,
killing a soldier, the kids, a hole in one in
Arizona.
No one came in.
But he knew he had a problem.
-----They walk me through white stucco
corridors. It is cold, but getting warmer with
every step. The one they call Chico offers
me a cigarette and of course I accept.
Marlboro. Not bad.
I wonder why I call him "the one they call
Chico"? I don't accept that as a name? He
looks like a Chico: Noriega acne scar face,
glossy. Perfect smile, except for his
complete lack of teeth. Barrel chest. Laugh
like a donkey.
He can be Chico.
“What’s the movie tonight, Franchute?” he
asks.

We enter the courtyard, lit in pale blue but
with an indigo tile of real sky sitting on top.
Safe from snipers and cameras and
everything except satellites, mortars, polevaulters, they drink mescal tequila and beer.
The women are fresh and all dressed in
black. They laugh like they are at a funeral
and are all fucked up. Excessively brave and
excessively sentimental laughter: wet
laughter that animates their legs. El Jefe
lounges on an enormous leather couch. I
don't know much about leather, or about
elephants so I don't want to jump to any
conclusions, but I'm just saying....
El Jefe has skin of bronze and a mustache
of coal. He is an old, old man of 38. He
dresses in lilac when he can, which is almost
always. He has a simple, lustful relationship
with gold jewelry that he says is from his
Aztec blood. Either that or watching Mr. T
in Rambo when he was a kid.
“What do you got for me Franchute?”
I open my mouth but then a sudden
curiosity stuffs it with cotton wool. What do
I look like now, after three months hostage
here? Eating burritos, smoking Marlboros,
soaking up either shadows or roasting heat.
Watching VHS cassettes. Having a different
and innovative attitude toward death?

“Paradise Lost”
“Huh?”
“El paradiso perdido, muchacho.”
“Is it religious, Franchute?”
“A bit. Like...like Star Wars. A war in
space.”
“Star Wars is good, man. That episode 1,
Death of a Wookie. That shit got me crying,
man!”

My National Health glasses have not
changed, I know that much. And my hair
has not fallen out much, although there is
more grey at the temples, like waves off the
coast of Normandy. I think my eyes have
changed: gone soft. And I don’t look like a
wolf: I was turned to a loyal dog.
Dog eyes look through thick glass.
“Paradise Lost, I say, with Bradley Cooper,
Casey Affleck and Dolph Lundgren.

“But, El Jefe don’t like…”

“This devil falls for no one! Disavowed by
god after a covert mission that goes badly
wrong, agent Lucifer recruits a crack team
of misfits to get his revenge.”

“Happy ending...and lots of crazy bullshit!”

“Who is Dolph Lundgren?”

“It's like that. It's sad.”

“The big Swedish guy. With the flat top. He
played the wookie in ‘Death of a Wookie’.”
“Motherfucker, I know who Dolph
Lundgren is, you stupid French bitch...
[laughter at this Rabelaisian riposte] I mean
who is he in this movie? Is he Agent
Lucifer?”
I look at El Jefe's face. I search the correct
answer in his twitches. I can now read his
twitches better than anyone, like I was the
best reader of movie directors' swooping
arms, actresses clenching lips, the grunts of
editors, the meaning of movie end titles
(density, speed, spacing revealing the
complete politics.)
All those things were back in the old
country, the place of three places: Paris, the
country house, the moving city of
'FilmFestival'
In the new country - Baja California and the
building that contains it all - I read the
twitches of a mass murderer. They reveal
what used to move him inside a sneaked in
movie theater, or watching over the old guys
shoulders in a beachfront bar, or eventually
at his house on a VCR that he owned more
than the original owner because he paid for
it with daring and a twisted ankle.

"El Cyclopes?" [shuffles]
"Si' El Cyclopes muy grande! And then
when he gets to Eden he finds no mole,
reports back to big guy. Big guy says, stay
down a while... just in case. Only - bugger
me! - He falls in love with Eve, the woman
in charge of hydroponics."
"Oh shit, man!" he says, slapping the arm of
Macho Hernandez. "Here comes the
motherfucking snake, man! You get it dog?
Lucifer is People Magazine's sexiest man in
the world, puta madre! You bet your ass that
snake is getting up in that ass. Chinga!"
Everyone slowly gets it. I am in a place
where comparing a snake to a cock without
coming right out and saying "COCKS ARE
LIKE SNAKES" is equivalent to writing
Finnegan's Wake.
Suddenly he freezes, looks at me with
intense suspicion, Shit. Does he know I am
feeding him a line, telling him what he wants
to hear?
No...
No, not suspicion. Longing. Coy longing.
"Who is Eve?"

I look and I see that he wants Dolph
Lundgren to be God. Big white dominator,
muscles plus brain. No compassion. Zero.
He will break you.

I pause. I stretch out the second. The music
dips. The music about being a Mexican
gangster.

But that motherfucker is going down.

"She's Marion Cotillard!"

Yes... that's it.

"MOTHERFUCKER!!!!" he cries and yelps
and reaches for his pistol and starts shooting
it in the air.

"He's God. He sends his top agent Lucifer
down on a routine mission to the Garden of
Eden because he suspects that he has a mole
who is trying to infiltrate his mission to
bioengineer a race of drone slaves.
Lucifer..."

"IN THE NUDE!!!!!!!!" I roar.
And I live another day.
.......

"Who is Bradley Cooper, si?"
"Si papi... who else? (That smile!)" [chuckles]
"So yes, Bradley cooper gets in a few
skirmishes with monsters, giants etc."

Three months ago I was smoking a cigarette
and trying not to think about stubbing it out
in the soapy crater of my fucking awful chili
con queso.

"This is fucking Mexico, chica," I said to the
scared or unfriendly waitress as she took it
away from me.
She raised an eyebrow at me, thin but black
as can be. Her eyelids and flared nostrils
came from the jungle, like the female lead in
Predator.
At the time I probably thought she looked
like a young Victoria Abril. Now...it's all
Predator, 48 Hours, Beverly Hills Cop, Lone
Wolf McQuaid.
But anyway, she challenged me. She still
looked hesitant, but she challenged me to
come and dart my hand into her foxhole so
she could bite it off.
"I'm just saying...it seems like you would
have good Mexican food here."

"What's he doing? Spy movie again? Or
more like that one you told me about
before? Where he is punishing that fucking
dyke? Pulling those face piercings out. One
by one. You remember that one Chico! One
by fucking one. That's Danny Craig, boys.
On by mother fucking one. That's the
English, man.
"What's he doing, Franchute?" he asked,
eager.
"Well, it's, yes it's James Bond again.
'Skyfall'"
"Skyfall....?"
A bad sign. The title is itching at him. Why?
I need to be very careful.
"Tell me more, Franchute."
This better be good.

[Text Missing]

That was the night they took me here. I am
not sure why I was carrying the printout of
movies. I guess I expected to be stood up
and left with not much to do.
It saved my life. OR did not save my life,
but gave me this one instead.
--"Here's another good one, Jefe."
"You say that every time!"
"It's a great year for movies. Ok. So. Daniel
Craig!"
"The Knight Rider!!!"
"Exactly, Jefe, the Knight Rider. And James
Bond."

After El Jefe discovered he had developed
Digital Alienation Syndrome, he turned to
the old VHS tapes. But even Gene
Hackman only made so many movies. Even
Steven Seagal only made so many movies
before his tragic death (so young, but we all
saw it coming - that eventually the tension
of his ponytail, combined with a COME AT
ME BRO punch to the face on set would
lead to his face popping clean off like a lost
pie spinning in a pizzeria.)
Yes, and also Jefe doesn't want to feel like
an old man. He wants to see the movies
everyone else sees. But even if he gets the
new movies transferred to projector and
rubbed with Vaseline and projected on
donkey skin - they are digital to the bone.
The color mapping, the edit frequency, the
depth of field, the flat shadows. He vomits
at the very least and leaves the room.
Then one day, his men brought something
interesting home from the disco. A man
who looked different and had a big list of
movie titles in his pocket.
Marilena did not move as they took me
away with a bullet hole in my rude French

thigh. It must be fucking great to have to be
a woman, where the word 'Coward' is never
used.
And I told him I was a writer, that I wrote
movie reviews. And he said that's
interesting, but I don't need to know about
old movies and I said, but I am a critic and I
get to see the films early. I've already seen all
the top movies of 2012. They take you to a
special room with white leather seats and
they show them to you and he said...really?
And a new life was born! Made of bullshit
and burritos.
.....
“James Bond is in… in Mexico.”

“Does he give a fuck? Does he fuck! A
microFerrari in the shape of a big dick
shoots out of the front of the tank just when
the…the stinger missiles from the Zetas
blow up his tank and about a hundred
hookers including a black one and an Asian
one whose shirt sets on fire and she runs at
the camera ripping it off and shouting ‘Me
no likey! Me no likey.’
“Then he’s underwater and he’s fucking a
mermaid. Only it’s not really a mermaid
it’s…it’s…the woman from…Sabado
Gigante. You know the one. But she has a
mermaid minisub that she steers with her
vagina so her hands are free for her spear
gun. She worked for the Zetas, but Bond
smooth seduced her. He said, ‘You look like
you have a bit of European in you…would
you like some more?’

The silence of the eyes.
“Taking on the…”
The silence of an enormous box of air.
“The Michoacanas?” asks El Jefe?
His archrivals. The bastards who didn’t just
cut off the head of his brother… they did it
slice by slice with an industrial meat slicer
on its finest setting over a three day period..
I’m about to say yes but instead I say,
“No…the Zetas. He’s coming after you.”

“Now she gives him the secrets of the one
they Call El Chiefo! He enters El Chiefo’s
castle through the sewers. There is so much
shit in these sewers that for about 5 minutes
of screen time, Bond is technically dead. But
then a bottle of vodka floats by and he
comes back from the dead with fire
shooting out his ears and shouts ‘Shaken
and motherfucking stirred! You are going
down, Chiefo.'
“Anointed in Mexican shit he bursts up
through the Italian marble floor”
[They all actually look down]

“Motherfucker”
“Motherfucker”
“Go fuck your mother”
“French motherfucker”
“Motherfucker”
“Mother…fucker”
The silence of seduction.
El Jefe nods.
“James Bond drives across the US-Mexico
border in a tank, shooting hookers in the
belly, wearing a tuxedo. Drinks a couple of
martinis at a taqueria. Looks at his Patek
Philippe watch for exactly 2 minutes of
screen time. Zeta choppers fill the sky.

“He kills the other guys >Pom Pom Pom<
perfectly between the eyebrows, except the
guys with only one eyebrow who he shoots
in the balls instead. But when he shoots El
Chiefo…”
[“Played by?”]
“By…Charles Bronson”
[“Too old”]
“A clone. A new Hollywood sickle cell stem
cell clone. Bronson 1969. Anyway PING the
bullet smacks off his head and they fight
with knives, clubs, stuffing coke bags up
each other’s assholes, pool cues in the eyes.
Voosh! Razor blade duel tears Bond’s left
nipple off and it drips down the backprojection giant TV.

“Keep fighting, just keep fighting. To the
edge of the parapet. Then El Chiefo turns to
do a donkey kick, EL BURRO FATALE.
But he slips on some shit. He’s bent over
the parapet. He sees the plains. He sees the
city: itchy, cold, most of the hookers dead.
He sees America off in the distance, pissing
on Mexico in every single way.
“Then boom. Bond is up his ass, fucking
him like a jackrabbit. He’s frozen, he doesn’t
know what to do. Crazy images are flooding
through his head with every thrust from
Daniel Craig. Boom! His mother! Boom!
His father! Boom Eddie Murphy on a
skateboard as the Fresh Price of Bel Air!
Boom! A skull turned inside out… what are
the eyes looking at? Boom! Tracking…
tracking of a VHS tape, pulling and
stretching on a tape, images that matter,
images that can break if you stretch them
too hard. Images that when you copy them,
they become unreal but the story persists.
Blurry and underwater, with heads spread
out like a stack of ham slices but still talking.
Still Patrick Swayze flying his jet fighter and
shouting Yippee Kay Ay. The images are
still human. Never bits. Never
squares…Fuzz! Mexicans!”
“Bond is done. He thinks El Chiefo is dead.
Earlier on in the film...I forgot this bit… M
replaced Bond’s testicles with two
microfactories producing nanorobots
instead of sperm. They invaded El Chiefo’s
bulletproof skin the only way they could…
up his ass. Now femotassassins are uncoiling
El Chiefo’s DNA. They are diving back
through time to unbuild not only him but
his lineage…his family. They are now in
Aztec times. His ancestor the chief fights for
his life standing on a rickety Indiana Jones
bridge of DNA as the blue eyed British
femtomachines come and attack him and try
and shred his DNA bond and make him a
non-event, slice him from the only thing
that exists… the present moment.

two 1/60 second slices of time. He is sliced
in time by a time slicer on its finest setting.
He is flat like a wall painting of an Aztec
warrior. He points first left, then right and
when my eyes fill with tears and time sliced
seconds stack up he points in both.
Look left, Bond lives and Chiefo dies / look
right, Bond dies and Chiefo lives.
But if you cry, then both happen. And
nothing ever happens.
.....
A week later I am on a boat going home.
That’s what the doctor tells me, looking
down at me.
“You’ve been through a lot, mon ami.”
He has a reassuringly big nose.
“Where am I going?”
“Home.”
“Where is home?”
“I’m sorry?”
“My wife is dead. Film is dead. I am dead.
Where are you taking me?”
“Home.”
“Okay.”
Boats are slow. Reality will catch up
eventually.
“Where is El Jefe?”
“El Jefe is…he is in the Museum of
Mexican History in Mexico City. Now rest.”
“No, wait! No, wait! [he is about to inject
me] I have one more question.
He pauses.

“Bond. DNA Bond.”
“Which department is he in?”
I pause.
The Chief is pixelating. He is a frozen. He is
covered in artifacts. He is flickering between

He strikes my vein. Another ship comes for
me

The Zine Novels, with colour drained in
[coming in May]

Charcoal
Oli Johns
Hong Kong, present day: A man teaches
children, has sex with a seventeen year
old girl, and thinks himself into a dark,
dark hole. Only the recent suicide of a
Korean model can pull him out.

Automatic Assassin
Marc Horne

As usual Xolo got the mail and went to a
man-made planet to kill someone.
Unfortunately there were these kids and
he got sentimental and soon he had a
bomb in his head that was falling in love
with him and he had to go back down
the old genocide hole to Earth and find
out who was the king there and why he
was irritating important people with
space yachts.

Ljubljana Witch
Stavrogin

Bermondsey, London: Building sites not
building anything, ill-looking grass, five
muggings in the same tunnel in the last
month. Billy wants out. But how? All he
has is a zine that no one reads, and his
best friend Jay telling him the harsh
reality of things.

But then…an e-mail. From Ljubljana, a place he can’t even spell. ‘Come
stay with me forever,’ it tells him.
Weird, but okay, thinks Billy. Why not?
With Jay along for the ride, and others picked up along the way, Billy
arrives in Ljubljana and quickly finds that things are a lot stranger than
he could’ve possibly imagined. An art commune run by a man in a bear
costume. A castle surrounded by continual snow, with ancient gods and
80's board games, famous writers and forbidden rooms.
And Daisy…his beautiful, unpredictable host.'
**********
All zine novels, will be available at the following places in London:
Actually, I'm not sure about this yet. The usual method is: go to random places, ask
them if they want to sell the zines, put them there if they say yes.
I guess The Alibi might be okay with it.
...
...
Fuck it, just walk around and you might find some. I don't know.

The zine novels have already been in Hong

Kong

There was a
bookshop cafe that sold all the
polemnical books from mainland
China that couldn't be sold in
Mainland China.

There was the bar
called Phonograph where the
owner lets you play your i-pod on
the sound system [if it's a slow
night] and some French people
go there too.

If you want to learn French then
the bar is small enough so you
can sit on the table next to the
French people and record what
they say and listen to it later at
your own speed. This is how
people learn languages in Hong
Kong.

Where else?

Oh yeah...

There was the place in Hong
Kong SOHO with the bad
name [Culture Club]. But if
you read the sign enough
times then it wasn't so much
of a problem anymore.

The owner is a decent guy
too. Always willing to help
someone distribute a zine, no
matter the quality...

I'm sure there were other places too...

Kubrick Cafe?
I can't find a picture of our zine novels there,
but there is this one of one of our little posters. Hang on, wait...

How to deal with people trying to fuck with you on the train [a
study of class division, race, psychology and humiliation]

This is a common problem in film,
maybe not so common in real life. The
train is a place where there is you [the
self] and a lot of people you don't know
[the other], each one of you a being who
doesn't want to be humiliated in front of
other people. This is basic human
biology or psychology, one of the two.
[Metapsychology?]
So what do you do if someone wants
to humiliate you?
If you're The Devil [Al Pacino] in The
Devil's Advocate, you talk to the guy in
his own language, and you tell him
something about his wife that you can't
possibly know. Then you tell him to go
and stab his best friend [who may or may
not be fucking said wife]. Would this
translate well to real life? Probably not.
No matter how much confidence you
show, you're not the devil, and the guy
will most likely think you're messing with
him, trying to humiliate him, and the
only reaction to that can be FIGHT.
What about French films?
If you're Juliette Binoche in that Michael
Haneke film I can't remember the name

of, and a French-Arab youth tries to talk
to you, you get up and move to another
part of the train. When he follows you
and insults you and spits in your face,
you say and do nothing. You put up an
invisible [class?] barrier and pretend he's
not there.
Now the situation in this film is a more
realistic showing of what can happen in
real life. And there are three things to
think about:
1] Juliette Binoche is the white, middle
class xynto-type [the avatar of the
viewer, as poor people don't watch
Michael Haneke films] and the white
middle class has a very strong anxiety
about public humiliation [because
everything else in their lives is so great].
2] They also have a passive hatred
towards the working class, especially
young, confident working class kids.
3] They are internally racist. They don't
know any French-Arabs. They can argue
for their constitutional rights over a glass
of middle class wine, but they don't
wanna hang out with them. Why?
Because even though French-Arabs are

human, they look different and in the
most basic way are still unknown [the
other].
What about gender? Can that save
her ass?
As she is a woman, she has a certain
amount of power as, if she slaps the guy,
he has two choices. Take it, or hit her
back. If he takes it, he's humiliated, and
if he hits her, he's crossed a line he
cannot cross back.

her to begin with because he expects her
to ignore him, or to be frightened of
him, therefore, if she is relaxed with him,
it might enrage him in a different way.
Not only is his life shit and without
direction, but now he doesn't even have
power over Juliette Binoche. The
breakdown of the class divide, the divide
that his parents inculcated into him to
explain the shitness of their situation
[probably], into casual friendliness is not
something he can accept, and his
reaction can only be an attempt to
reinstall the differences so he can
FIGHT.

But she doesn't hit him. She can't. She is
obviously more 'middle class' than
'woman', more anxiety than the sociotraditional power women have in this
situation. Her action of walking away
and trying to ignore the problem is more
like the response of a middle class man
to the same situation. Which means?

Having said this, he could be some kind
of prodigy like Matt Damon in Good
Will Hunting, and talking to Juliette
Binoches on the train is just how he gets
his kicks.

There is no gender distinction in the
middle class. It has gone. Where did it
go? Will it come back? That's hard to
say. It seems that the media has done a
fine job painting the working class youth
as monsters, so much so that both
middle class males and females have
merged into one unified reaction. Close
your eyes, feel inner disgust/hate, and
pretend it's not really happening.

Option 2]

Okay, so let's think. Is there any way out
of this situation on the train? If you were
Binoche, and you had foreknowledge of
the event, how would you deal with it?
Option 1]
When the French-Arab youth talks to
you, talk back. Make a joke, but don't be
flirty. Don't give a short answer, but give
enough without asking an open question
back. This might satisfy him, although it
might also imbalance him. He talks to

When the French-Arab youth talks to
you, tell him to go away. If he keeps
talking at you, tell him that you don't
want to talk to anyone on the train, not
only him. If he gets mad, ask him how
many other people on the train talk to
each other and whether or not it's
strange for her not to want to talk to
him. The logic of your response might
put him off-balance. You're not rejecting
him because he's working class or Arab,
you're rejecting him because he's a

stranger and you don't want to talk to
strangers. And it might work...but then,
it might not. Such a position would be
seen as aggressive [as rationalism is often
perceived when the other person doesn't
like what you're saying [for example, see
Spock in Star Trek]], and the youth could
even reposition himself as the thwarted
innocent. See, all he wanted to do was
communicate with a fellow human being,
not try to start a fight or anything. He
could shout back at you, and perhaps
win the favour of other passengers on
the train. Or he could fall back on what
he thinks is the real reason for your
rejection of him. His class, his race. He
could use the aggressiveness of your
position as a hammer to hit you over the
head. 'You only got mad because I'm
Arab,' he might say. 'Your reason is
bullshit, I know you hate Arabs really.' If
he's clever, he might call you on your
subtext, your use of a more universal
anxiety [the fear of talking to strangers
on a train] to disguise your real anxiety
[the fear of being hit on by an
Arab/working class youth]. If it does go
this way, there's not a lot you can say
back. Possibly, 'Hey, it's all in your head,
you're the racist for calling me a racist
when I'm not a racist.'

in your head. It's actually a mix of the
universal fear of talking to strangers and
the middle class anxiety of talking to
working class Arabs, so fuck off.' It may
be true, and there's always merit in being
honest, but the confession is one-sided,
and in these situations one-sidedness
means the side that did not confess
anything gains power [as long as both
sides maintain the bullshit system they're
operating within ie, the rules of public
conversation]. So, basically, if you do tell
the truth, it's unlikely you'd get a similar
exclamation from the youth.

Option 3]
When the French-Arab youth talks to
you, be friendly with him. Cast aside
your cynicism and fear and just talk to
him like a normal human being. It will
catch him off-guard, but if you keep it
up, and he trusts you enough not to
believe you're taking the piss, then things
might work out.
In fact, this sounds like the best option.
An Australian in Japan once said: 'If I
see a crazy old Japanese dude staring at
me on the train, I go over and talk to
him, try to show him that I'm not a
monster.'

But would it work?
Inconclusive. And there's no way you
could say the truth of it all. 'Hey, it's half

There is one problem though...the class
divide is strong and determined and also
a huge fucking minefield. What the hell
can Juliette Binoche say to the French-

Arab youth, without seeming
patronising? Think about it, in most
conversations with strangers, you ask,
'where are you from?' 'What do you do?'
'What do you do in your free time?' If
Binoche asks any of these questions, she
could be in deep shit. Remember, the
youth entered into the conversation in a
position of power, of aggressive intent,
ready to mobilise whatever her response,
and that's a difficult setting to power
down from. If he tells her he's from a
bad area, what can she say? Any answer
she gives will be seen as ignorant or
patronising. She has money, he does not.
There is no common ground unless they
can engage as equals and in a private
arena. But this isn't private, it's a train,
and their interaction is being watched by
everyone. This means the youth has no
choice but to keep the POWER setting
on. If they met in a bookshop, things
might be different, but they're not, and
it's not.

a train' or 'we are from really different
backgrounds, I guess it's hard for us to
find common ground.' Hopefully, he will
also want to discuss the bullshit of
conversation and the class divide, and
you will become fast friends. You might
even leave the train together and go for a
coffee. Maybe you get past all the
obstacles and find out he's a writer or a
poet or a street artist, and by the time
you finish the coffee, you go to the
bathroom, look in the mirror and realise
you're now Mandy Moore. And the
French-Arab youth, he's Shia Lebouef.
And the director is no longer Michael
Haneke, it's Shawn Levy. And you're not
in France, you're in Chicago. And then
you take the youth back to your
apartment and you kiss and you hold
hands as he gently rubs up against your
leg in slow motion.

What if the youth is quite a decent
guy?
Around other people, maybe, but in this
scene, it's clear he's looking for a fight.
He doesn't talk to her to change her
views of Arabs or the working class, he
talks to her because he wants her to
ignore him or look at him in disgust.
That's what makes it such a hard
situation to get out of.
But not impossible...
There is one possible way out, and this is
the strategy all white middle class people
should take when talking to French-Arab
youths. Be post-modern. Analyse the
expectations and rules of the interaction
itself. Talk to the guy, and then say, 'it's
hard to know what to say to strangers on

What if Shawn Levy has a stroke and
Haneke gets called back?
The scene changes. The youth turns into
Vincent Cassell, he rips off your
knickers, grabs your hair and fucks you
and your patronising middle class like an
animal that's mad as hell and not going
to take it anymore. It will hurt, and
Haneke will make sure there's plenty of
bruises and muff shots.
Any more options?

Option 4]
When the French-Arab youth talks to
you, tell him you don't speak French.
Smile when you say it and look confused
at whatever he says back. It might work.
The only flaw is your face. If you don't
understand a language, you don't react at
all to the other person's speech as you
don't even recognise what is and what
isn't a word. However, if you're only
pretending not to understand, you can't
disguise your expressions. If someone
tells you you're a cunt and he's gonna
stamp on your head, your face will react
even if you do say, ' I'm sorry, what?'

you ever come up against cartoon thugs,
or offshoots of the same phento-type
[cartoon gangsters, cartoon henchmen,
cartoon ninjas] then you should attack.
Your actions have no consequences, and
the cartoon thugs have no history or
continuity, so all avenues are clear. Also,
things such as psychology, class
divisions, race, physical strength and
basic fight strategy are removed, so you
can throw that Latino out the bus
window and there ain't no one gonna
pull the race card on you.

What about other train humiliations?
Sly Stallone in 'The Specialist'.
Technically, it happens on a bus, but it's
the same principle. Four thugs hassle an
old woman on the bus, taking her seat.
All the other passengers ignore it, except
Stallone. He hits them and throws one of
them out of the window.

Would this happen in real life?
Do you read the news? Man beaten up in
street while standing up to thugs. Man
killed on bus for telling thug to be quiet.
Gay man beaten up in busy London area
by teenage thug. Stallone buys huge
mansion and hides from real-life
situations.
Summary

Was there any other way to resolve
this?
Nope. Cartoon violence is the only
language cartoon thugs understand. If

Never go onto a train with French Arab
Youths and Michael Haneke. There will
be anxious-realism. Watch out for Mike
Loach and Ken Leigh too, those guys are
miserable.

"What went wrong? I don't know, man. The monkey scene
maybe..." Indy 4 star Josh Hartnett on the critical kicking given to The
Kingdom of the Crystal Skulls

Chapter Eight
Downstairs in the reception
hall, the cop who liked to know why
heard the gunfire. He dropped his jacket
and ran straight for the front door and
locked it.
Then he went to a desk to the left
and crouched, waiting, not hiding.
******
Nick Nolte the wildman
drunk was a hell of a shot.
He walked slowly, deliberately
through the police station shooting every
cop he saw. As he did so, he tried to be
very careful as to how he behaved.
There would be some survivors,
obviously, and they would be responsible
for his new change.
More like the Terminator, less like a
loon, he coached himself.
******
When he got to reception he
shot the receptionist. Under the desk
was another cop, maybe her friend,
whimpering like a mutt. He shot her too.
Then he checked the map of the
station to make sure he'd covered all the
rooms.
There were a couple over the other
side of the building he’d missed, but,
fuck it, he’d got most of them.
He smiled and walked to the front
door.
It wouldn’t open.
He shook the handle and pushed his
shoulder against it, but it wouldn’t
budge.
‘Locked?’
He looked around the reception.
‘Who locked the fucking door?’
No answer.
He shrugged and shot open the
door.
‘Unlocked,’ he said, then walked
outside into the sun.

The cop who liked to know
why crouched behind the desk as Nick
Nolte the terminator cop killer left the
building.
He crouched there for two days.
When he was hungry he thought
about getting up and finding something
to eat, but was too anxious to move, so
instead thought about eating the leg of
the desk.
When he was thirsty he made saliva
in his mouth and drank it back down.
When the other cops came to clear
up the mess, he thought about Nick
Nolte the terminator cop killer and
wondered why he’d done it.
‘I must find him,’ he said to the
bottom of the desk.
******
He found him on top of a
train heading to St. Petersburg.
Nick Nolte the terminator cop killer
was clinging on to one of the front
carriages, hair branching out like roots
over the metal roof.
The cop who liked to know why
clung on to a roof four carriages back.
He shuffled forward, unnoticed,
muttering different versions of his only
question, ‘why?’
When they were thirty minutes away
from St. Petersburg, Nick Nolte the
terminator cop killer looked back and
saw his pursuer.
‘Shit…’
He looked to the left and saw fields
of snow, Peter and the wolf.
‘Shit, man…’
He looked to the right and saw a
mad professor…a blonde haired bitch in
black and white…a plot to steal time.
‘Shit…’
Behind him, behind his pursuer, he
saw Warren Beatty the poet, the
crusading ideologue, trying to catch the
back of the train, tired after twenty nine
straight years of running.

The cop who liked to know why
shuffled up next to him.
‘Why?’ he asked.
******
When the train got to St. Petersburg
they were told it was no longer St.
Petersburg.
‘Why?’
‘I’m not sure,’ said the station
master, in his revolution hat. ‘It’s the
weirdest thing. A load of people just
woke up and thought it was something
else.’
******
On a train to Moscow, in a
carriage, the two men talked about the
past. The tramp, the drink, the station
and the killings.
After an hour, the cop who liked to
know why asked ‘why?’
Nick Nolte the terminator cop killer
shrugged and said, ‘man…’
******
In the Moscow that Paul
Greengrass made, Nick Nolte the
terminator cop killer went into the
station toilets and straightened his hair in
the mirror.
‘New change,’ he said to the man in
the glass. ‘Polite, American characteractor saving the Muscovite poor.’
He went back onto the street,
smiling politely at the cop who liked to
know why.
‘Why did you change your hair?’
‘No reason, padre.’
******
The manager came to their
table with a grin and told them they were
obviously American, and turning to what
he thought was Nick Nolte the maverick
cop, told him he thought he was
beautiful and fearless in 48 hours.
‘I’m not that guy, man…’
The manager smiled, put his notepad
on the table and handed Nick Nolte the

maverick cop a pen.
‘Ok, man, I’ll write. But I’m not that
guy.’
He signed and told the guy he’d have
the chicken salad.
The cop who liked to know why
ordered the same.
When the manager had gone, Nick
Nolte the polite, American character
actor saving the Muscovite poor said to
the other, ‘shit, this is tough, man.’
The salads came. Both were lettuce
and crab.
The two men looked at the manager
but said nothing.
The cop who liked to know why
played with a crab leg.
‘It’s not chicken…’
Nick Nolte the polite, American
character actor saving the Muscovite
poor played with his hair, pulling it
outwards, messing it up.
‘Are you alright, Mr. Nolte?’
‘It’s tough, man. Real tough.’
‘Why?’
‘I’m allergic to crab.’
‘Oh.’ The cop who liked to know
why held up some lettuce. ‘You could
change it…’
‘I’m allergic to fucking crab, man…’
Nick Nolte the polite, American
character actor saving the Muscovite
poor stood up and rushed to the
bathroom, hair trailing behind like
electricity.
******
Scrawled on the wall of the
toilet were the first two-hundred and
fifty-seven pages of Crime and
Punishment, truncated in places.
Nick Nolte the polite, American
character actor saving the Muscovite
poor read it to the end, where there was
a small note saying:
‘There is more, but it’s not really
important.’
He sat back against the wall, trousers
round his ankles, hair up in the air, and
thought about what he'd just read.

‘That man, Rasky…’
Yeah, that man, Rasky. He weren’t
no ordinary man, that was for damn
sure.
He pulled his trousers back up and
walked out of the bathroom, muttering,
‘I am Napoleon’ to the handle of the
door.
On the restaurant floor, he walked
up to the manager, picking up a knife on
the way, smiled, said, ‘Russia ain’t Russia
anymore, padre,’ and stabbed him in the
neck.
The cop who liked to know why saw
what was happening, saw the blood,
heard gunshots from the station, and
dived under the table.
This time he stayed there for two
years.
When he came back up, the
restaurant was pretty much the same.
The blood from the manager’s neck
wasn’t there anymore, but there was a
new manager in his place, and a new
neck.
A waiter walked over and asked him
if he was ready to order.
‘Bill, please.’
He walked outside into the snow,
down to the river that Paul Greengrass
made.
Russia was still the same Russia,
mostly.
By the river he thought of Nick
Nolte the neck stabber.
‘Man…he could be anywhere by
now.’
In fact, Nick Nolte the neck
stabber wasn’t anywhere. That one only
existed for those in the restaurant of two
years previous, and of those, only the
cop who liked to know why had
entrenched the image.
Nick Nolte wasn’t really anyone
anymore. Not to the Russians at least.
To himself, during the last two
years as he'd roamed the snow fields of
Russia killing tramps, wives, whores,

peasants, landowners, grass roots
politicos and animals, he had become
something else.
Sitting in the snow, drinking the
blood of a wolf, he was Nick Nolte the
crazed Goldman who killed in the snow.
Sometimes, he would remember the
restaurant scene and repeat to himself, ‘I
am Napoleon,’ but it didn’t happen
often.
He was more Goldman than
Napoleon now.
******
The cop who liked to know
why stayed in Russia a while longer.
Four years, in fact.
He picked up Nick Nolte the crazed
Goldman who killed in the snow’s trail
in Omsk and followed it round the
country to Vladivostok, up across
Siberia, back over the Northern fields
and into Moscow.
As he went he saw corpses from all
walks of life.
In the morgues, he talked to them.
He told them what was at stake.
Asked them for details, any detail.
But none of them could help him.
None of them could answer his
question, ‘why?’
Back in the Moscow that Paul
Greengrass made the cop who liked to
know why sat down by the river and
read the newspaper.
The killings were reported, but they
didn’t say Nick Nolte the crazed
Goldman who killed in the snow. The
police, the reporters, the people of
Russia…no one knew anything.
He put the paper down and looked
at the Muscovites walking by.
There’s something about Russians,
he thought. They never seem to appear
the way they should.
He thought of a hundred and fifty
million Alec Guinesses in a crowd, a
country of one man.

I'm still not sure about Modern Art....
Does this count?

Steve Martin [1/2]
Originally conceived as a Xyntonegativist concept, the artists D7,
D17 and four members of the
letter G, decided to reconceptualise it as a split-neutrino
design, their intention, clearly, to
force the observer to expect and
to not know simultaneously. In
short, the half of Steve Martin
which is visible to the observer is
incomplete and the filling in of
the design is the observer's
responsibility. Think of it like this:
You see half a brain in a jar, you
expect the missing half to
complete the image of 'brain in
jar'. That is both the ability and
limit of human thought.

Steve Martin [2/2]
As with Benky-Futurist pieces
from two decades earlier, this
half of Steve Martin is designed
to be seen separately from its
corresponding half. In fact, we
probably can't use the word
'corresponding' in this context as
they exist as two distinct pieces.
So why do they share the same
title? Well, that is a key ancept of
split-neutrino works: The idea is
for the observer to see the first
half of Steve Martin in his head,
from memory, and from that
image to complete their own
interpretation. For example, the
observer might remember the
other Steve Martin having more
shadow around his eyes, and
even a look of mania, whereas
this piece might convey a sense
of peace and contentment on the
part of Steve Martin. The
conclusion, as with any work
from this movement, is entirely
up to the observer.

From: Lawyer
To: Gupter Puncher Magazine
Subject: Don't do it

Dear Editor
It has recently come to our attention that you intend to use a
picture of the rabbit from our clients' film 'Monty Python and
the Holy Grail'. This, for obvious reasons, we cannot allow.
Our clients' believe strongly in the right to freedom of
speech and are very much against censorship of any kind,
however they also don't like it when people steal their stuff.
So, in a nutshell, use the rabbit and we'll take everything
you've got. Wakarimashita?
Yours
Gary Cole [Lawyer on behalf of Cleese, Gilliam, Palin, Idle
and Chapman and the white rabbit]

[Pic of the rabbit from Monty Python
and the Holy Grail]

The lost page of

'The Book of Disquiet'

[Stolen from the Portuguese Zine King!]

You all know the book.
Or I'm pretty sure you do.
...
Well, everyone in Portugal knows the book and the
author, Fernando Pessoa...a poet, a writer, and a very
anxious man. Or a shy man...not sure if the shyness
stemmed from anxiety or something else.
...
But doesn't all shyness stem from some kind of anxiety? Can you be comfortably shy?
...
Never mind. Did you know they've turned his house in Lisbon into a museum? You can
go inside and see where he slept, where he wrote, where he said all the horrible shit he
couldn't say outside [probably].
...
I was in Lisbon last year and a guy running a bar told me about the Zine King of
Portugal. I forget his name now, but the guy wrote down his e-mail for me and I got in
touch.
Decent guy, the Zine King. Still happy to be a commercial nobody after all those years of
graft. And even though it was winter and he never went out during winter, the Zine King
went out and met me.
...
In the Anger Cafe [Kenneth is huge in certain parts of Lisbon and Oporto], he told me
he had something big.
'What's that?'
'The lost page!'
'Huh?'

'I have it! In my bag...very now...'
I didn't know what he was talking about, but he explained it to me, slowly, at the same
time as showing me all the zines he'd ever done [Also in his bag].
Turns out Pessoa had written an extra page for 'The Book of Disquiet' that no one knew
about. And when the Zine King wasn't looking, I took it.
...
He'll get over it.
...
So, here it is, the missing page from 'The Book of Disquiet', completely unedited,
untouched etc. I print it here without any kind of consent, but that doesn't really bother
me. When art is on the line, and art that lots of people have said is good, consent
becomes irrelevant.
And the Zine King...I've thought about it a lot and...he wanted me to take the page.
That's why he was looking at that 'Witchfinder General' poster for so long, pretending
not to notice my hand in his bag. It has to be. No poster can be that captivating.
...
Yes, this is definitely the right thing to do.

The Lost Page of 'The Book of Disquiet'
'I sat on the same bench today. The one I've sat on for the last fifteen years, and the one
I will continue to sit on until the day I die. Oh bench, my solemn manacle! But today was
peculiar. As I sat on the bench it occurred to me that neither myself nor the bench were
real, not in any experiential sense. I am the only carrier of my own experience, a thing
which means nothing to me. It is merely recordings of a mind, and the mind is a thing I
dare not trust because I cannot visualise its core. And the bench...well, it is a bench is it
not? What difference can there be whether it burdens my ass or a pigeon's? There is no
mind, no point of view. So where lies the unreality? Well, it is everywhere. The bench is
not real because it can never be aware of its own bench-ness. What does it record?
Nothing. Whereas I, from the crow's nest of my mind, record everything, yet accept
nothing. Ask me, where is my core, what is the controlling centre that interprets, and I
cannot respond. There is no essence within me. I think therefore I am nothing. Or is it
different from that? I think therefore I become nothing. Whatever the truth, I have
decided to continue sitting on the bench, every day for the rest of my life if I must. There
is no regret from the bench, there is no regret from others who pass me in the street.
Only I am aware of the continuity, and tomorrow I know it will be unimportant because
I will no longer be the same me.

*********
Today I went to the cinema and watched an American film. Birth of a Nation. I enjoyed
the bit with the horse.
*********
There is a new guy at the office who seems to take pleasure from humiliating me. This
morning he tried to staple my tie to the desk. This evening, as I sit in my apartment, I
think of ways to punish him. It seems torture, release, and then more torture is the
favoured way. These thoughts, these scenes of an enhanced, foreign 'me' give me
momentary pleasure, yet I know that tomorrow I will think of it no more. Another 'me'
has been born and will soon die.
*********
That American film, it won't leave my mind. I'm not sure for what reason this occurs, but
I do know that I'm beginning to hate white people. Was there a subtext I missed?
*********
Today was a strange day. Another poet, who I know only through other poets,
approached me in the cafe and asked me to look at his poem. I didn't want to read the
thing, but he already had the paper practically in my face, so there was nothing to be
done but read. A nuisance, these extravagant ones. Why do they think all poetry must be
bellowed in the streets? I would be much happier if no one ever read my own work, as
there is no true satisfaction to be gained. How can there be? The written word can never
out-perform the idea, and nothing I have ever written has repudiated this thought.
Anyway, this poet...as I was reading his work, he talked to me. He asked me if I was
enjoying it or not, and before I could answer, he demanded to know why my face wasn't
reacting. I shrugged and told him it was merely my way of doing things. He wasn't
pleased. He grabbed the paper out of my hand and told me if I was incapable of
performing while reading then I was incapable of understanding the work. I didn't
respond to this, and he walked out. I went back to my coffee. Did I consider what he'd
said? Not at all. To me, this written work of his...it is no different than my favourite
bench.
*********
It rained all afternoon and I watched it from my window. It gave me pleasure to see no
one enjoying themselves outside.
**********
The office was quiet again today, and the man who wishes to humiliate me was absent.
As there was no real work to do, I tried once more to visualise my core. It didn't work.
How does that make me feel? I feel nothing, because there is neither an 'I' nor a 'me'. I
have no core, or none that I can turn to stone and evaluate, so how can I feel? I cannot.
It is impossible, a game for fools.

**********
I am utterly bored of life.
**********
I went to the beach today. Next to me was a woman with the most amazing tits. I
considered the idea of conversing with her and telling her of my struggles to visualise my
own core, but felt that ultimately it was the wrong move to make. Am I a coward? No, it
cannot be. By the same philosophy I live by, I cannot criticise myself for an element I will
no longer possess tomorrow. There are no cowards, only episodes of cowardice.
**********
I cannot stop thinking of the woman on the beach. It has been days since I saw her, and
even though Lisbon is a compact city, it is clear to me that I will never encounter her
again. So why the continuation of things past? Perhaps it is her character that confuses,
yet all I can do is create it myself with the tools available to me. Does she share the same
thoughts? Impossible to determine, and why do I persist with the present tense? She is
dead, gone, lost the moment I fled the beach. But still...could a woman raised with such
tits contemplate the same things as I?
*********
I have reached an impasse. The core I have been searching for, and am cynical of, has
warped itself in such a way that I no longer know what the word 'core' means. Help.
*********
It's okay. I reached a state of being where I can once again understand the meaning of the
word 'core.'
*********
The office was busy today, yet the man who wishes to humiliate me found time to call me
a coward. I thought about telling him the difference between being a coward and
episodes of cowardice, but he was already gone. I really hate that motherfucker.
********
Heavy rain falls across the city. There are two possibilities for description: One, it is like
another planet. Or two, the city has entered a different level of reality. A reality where
rain is the rule, sun the exception. Exciting times.
********
I have thought about it through work and on the way back to my lodgings, and have
decided there are at least nine different levels of reality. I sincerely hope I can one day see
more than the two already revealed to me, despite my disbelief in my own sincerity.
********

The waiter brought me cold coffee this morning. It can mean only one thing. People are
giving up.

So there it is...
The lost page of Pessoa. Actually, I'm not sure it would all fit on one page...unless the
type was point 8 or smaller?
...
Anyway, good to see he went to the beach now and then. It's good to get out. Sad to see
he didn't understand the concept of meeting the same person twice though.
Nine levels of reality??
...
But still, good mind, good art.

"It's a thin line...you want to promote your thing, but you don't
want to hit people on the head with it."
- Chris Klein, during 'Green Lantern' [Blu-ray 2nd Deluxe edition] promotional
duties on Sado Island [off the west coast of Japan]

Notes
1] Is this getting over-stylised? I'm using a lot of colour and making pics look like
photos...find some new tricks? Stop using the colour streaks over the text at least...
2] The theme - should we pursue it to the very end or gradually fade back into the
reality we know...or the reality we started with...
- We could do this the following way:
i] put another quote from 'Flow my Tears' on one page and then on the next page
make all the movie references like real life...
ii] Tell people exactly what we've done and how we've done it so there's no
confusion. This might undermine the whole thing though...make it less ambiguous?
3] Can't believe it, another 17 year old...it's not research, it's just fucking dumb. And
so is she...Indian people weren't always brown? I can't write that...where's the gold?
Gotta get rid fast...message her a few more times then stop. I guess that makes me
an asshole, but...not really. She's using me too.
Fuck it, at least I didn't fuck the 52 year old...

Chapter Nine
Two months later and the
cop who liked to know why had quit.
He sat alone in Moscow airport
waiting for his flight, wondering if it was
possible for someone like Nick Nolte the
crazed Goldman who killed in the snow
to completely disappear from the world,
and whether or not the press back in the
US even knew he was gone.
The tannoy told him the flight would
be delayed for another twelve hours.
He shrugged and thought a little
more, played with his fingers, did a
crossword, talked to a hippy girl from
Spain, let her stand on his back and
massage him with her feet, walked laps
of the terminal, sat back down, thought
of what he was thinking of before, and
then of Gene Hackman and his
retirement, the hidden retirement he
never knew of until he read that article,
with Gene saying he’d been done for five
years already.
‘Five years…’ he said. ‘Who the hell
knew?’
******
Five hours in and Nick Nolte the
crazed Goldman who killed in the snow
sat down two seats away from him.
His hair was a little less wild, his face
a little more pleasant than the man the
cop who liked to know why
remembered.
Reformed, he thought, hands
shaking a little. Let’s see.
******
The two men sat looking at
the floor.
They didn’t look at each other, but
knew each was there.
After an hour Nick Nolte the crazed
Goldman who killed in the snow turned
to the cop who liked to know why and
said, sobbed even, ‘I’m done.’

‘Why?’
‘No one noticed, man. No one.’
******
They sat in an Irish pub in
Moscow airport and got drunk.
Nick Nolte the crazed Goldman who
killed in the snow drank faster than his
pursuer, and tried to tell as best he could
the details of the last two years.
He told everything, with bare
honesty.
After he was done, he poured more
whiskey down and said he didn’t give a
shit how people judged him anymore,
but he’d sure cherish it if he could find
out what people gave enough of a shit
about to judge in the first place.
‘Cause it sure as hell ain’t Goldman
Nick Nolte killing in the fucking
snow…’
The cop who liked to know why
didn’t say anything.
As they drank two tourists watched
them and whispered to each other. They
whispered loud enough for the two men
to hear.
‘It’s Nolte,’ they said. ‘Nick Nolte
the wildman drunk.’
Nick Nolte the tired blank drank
down what whiskey he had left.
‘Fucking spectators.’
******
On the plane the cop who liked to
know why slept while Nick Nolte the
tired blank stared at the other
passengers.
The cop who liked to know why
woke up and asked him what he was
doing.
‘I’m counting them…’
‘Why?’
Nick Nolte the tired blank finished
the count and checked the math in his
head.
‘One hundred and seventy-six
people.’
‘Ok…’

‘That’s less people than I’ve killed,
padre.’
The cop who liked to know why
remembered the gunfire in the station,
the blood on the floor, the knife in the
manager’s neck, and pretended to sleep.
Nick Nolte the tired blank picked up
the newspaper and read about a town in
Mexico. The murder capital of Mexico, it
said.
‘Shit, a murder a day…’
‘Everyone in this town has seen a
dead body. Kids see them on the way to
school, in the park, wherever. It’s not
weird to see a dead body anymore,’ one
of the townspeople said.
Nick Nolte the tired blank rubbed
his eyes and pictured a town in chaos.
He added more to it. A saloon, a church,
hired guns, men in black…himself.
‘Is there a place for me…?’
He got up and went to the toilet and
phoned his agent back in LA.
‘Holy shit of shits…Nick?’
‘Yeah, man, it’s me, listen…’
‘Unbelievable! Six years…the Nolt is
back in-…’
‘Shut up and listen, you filthy little
grub…’
Nick Nolte the tired blank told him
what to do. Phone the press and tell
them he was in Mexico, in the murder
capital of Mexico.
‘What and what?’
‘You heard me.’
‘Err…Nick…’
‘Shut up. There’s one more thing…’
He asked why no one noticed he’d
been gone the last six years.
******
The cop who liked to know
why was woken by Nick Nolte the tired
blank and asked if he knew anything
about this actor guy…this actor guy who
kinda looked like him, but wasn’t him.
‘What’s that?’
‘This actor guy…he looks like
me…he was in…what was he in…the
Lamb film…Lector…Silence of the

Lambs…the warden guy.’
The cop who liked to know why
rubbed his eyes.
‘Who?’
‘The fucking warden, padre…’
Passengers woke up, flight attendants
stopped mid-aisle. Nick Nolte the tired
blank dropped the volume:
‘Do you know the warden from the
Silent Lamb film?’
The cop who liked to know why
could remember the face, but not the
name.
‘Forget it, man. Wipe it. Go back to
sleep.’
******
Nick Nolte the tired blank
took the newspaper and went into the
belly of the plane, where there was a
large, yellow inflatable dinghy. He
thought briefly about the mechanics of
falling and where he might land, then
opened the plane, pulled the chord and
jumped out.
******
Nick Nolte the sheriff of the
Mexican murder capital landed hard in
what was probably the Sonoran desert.
The Dinghy burst on impact, leaving
him lying broken on an ersatz yellow
blanket under the sun.
He lay there for two weeks, waiting
for someone to come along and fix him.
But no one did.
Meanwhile, he thought in his yellow
grave, my people are dying.
******
The cop who liked to know
why didn’t realise Nick Nolte the sheriff
of the Mexican murder capital wasn’t on
the plane until he was in the queue for
immigration.
He also didn’t realise the man was
now Nick Nolte the sheriff of the
Mexican murder capital, and not Nick
Nolte the crazed Goldman who killed in

the snow.
In fact, to him, he was never that
either.
Outside the airport he pulled a taxi
over and told the driver to take him
somewhere.
‘Where?’
The cop who liked to know why
phoned Nick Nolte who killed in
Russia’s agent and asked him where he
was.
The agent told him. He hung up.
‘Mexico,’ he said to the driver.
******
Nick Nolte the sheriff of the
Mexican murder capital walked into the
town of death and looked for a shop, a
gun shop, any gun shop.

He found one and bought a shotgun.
No waiting list, no identity check, lots of
bullets.
Now he needed a badge.
There was a shop next to the gun
shop, a toy shop that sold sheriff badges
by the counter.
He ran his fingers over each shitty
bit of metal, rubbing them to check for
rust, before deciding on the one that
looked the most silver.
When he stepped back outside there
was a dead body on the steps. A teenager
with blood and tattoos.
‘Shot across the bow,’ he muttered.
Badge on, shotgun leaning on his
shoulder, he walked onto the dust of the
street.

[Translate the rest of the issue into French]

La Deterritorialisation de Nick Nolte

Chapter Ten
Nick Nolte the sheriff of the
Mexican murder capital walked the dust
for the rest of the afternoon, in the heat
of the sun, avoiding the shadows,
looking for dead bodies and the ones
killing them. He walked down one street
and saw no one, and then on the next
one found a church, where he was
certain there would be some men in
black or hired guns, but the church was
empty except for an old man sweeping
the yard outside, so he shrugged, nodded
at the old man and walked down another
street and another and another one after
that until he was in an area with lots of
fences and yards, but no houses, or
derelict houses, and he thought, shit, this
is where the death is, and he brought his
shotgun to his waist and walked past the
fences, seeing some kids playing
basketball in one of the yards and
walking over to them and asking them if
they’d seen anything funny happening,
and they said something in Spanish back
to him which he didn’t understand, and
then another kid said some more, and
the other kids started laughing, so he
grabbed the fence and pushed his face
into it and snarled, telling them they had
no fucking respect for anything anymore,
no respect for nothing, and they laughed
again and walked off to continue their
game, leaving him against the fence,
wondering if this was really a big enough
thing to change anything…

******
The cop who liked to know
why arrived in town, in the same taxi,
and went into the first building he found.
It was a restaurant, with ten waiters
and no patrons.
He sat down and ordered chicken
salad.
Two hours later, Nick Nolte the
sheriff of the Mexican murder capital
walked in and asked one of the waiters
where the shit was.
Three of the ten waiters shrugged.
‘Where are all the fucking gunmen,
padre?’
‘Que?’
‘Goddamnit.’
He sat down next to the cop who
liked to know why.
‘Turns out these murders might be
happening elsewhere…’
‘Why?’
Nick Nolte the sheriff of the
Mexican murder capital pulled at his hair
a little before making it straight again.
‘Shit, man…I don’t know,’ he said.
‘Control?’
‘Oh.’
The salad came. In the middle of all
the lettuce and tomatoes was a crab. The
cop who liked to know why prodded it
with his fork.
‘It’s not chicken,’ he said.

Notes [en francais]
1] How to end the issue...? I can think
of three options:
i] Just cut off on a random line...the only
problem is it's been done many times
before...even Le Monde did it in one of
its features last year...we're fucked if we
repeat them...
ii] Put another picture in, perhaps
someone American or some kind of scifi...but again, there's repetition here...I
saw this done in some zine in London,
they cut a pic of Steve Martin in half and
pretended it was modern art...we could

go a step further and cut someone up
into quarters? No, forget that, it's shit...I
think it's better if we tread our own
path...
iii] This one, I believe, is fresh. We
switch to a different language, possibly
English...though this might seem like a
cynical attempt to grab readers from UK,
USA, Canada, any country with English
as its second language etc.
2] We need to be more political. Fuck,
we need to start making a change. We're
French, for fuck's sake!

Confirmation and notes on patient no. 1242 - The
'Hollywood movie star' delusion
Patient name: 'Nick Nolte'
Real name: Unknown
Age: TBD [based on current appearance, it could be anywhere between 45 and 80]
Nationality: The patient has claimed on several different occasions to be from both
Russia and Mexico. This seems to be based on desire as opposed to fact. There is no
evidence to verify either claim and, despite continual attempts to affect an Eastern
European accent, there is actually the definite trace of Texan drawl in most of his
speech.
Background: The patient was admitted to the institution four years ago, in July 2007.
He was brought to us by a police officer who had found him in Mexico, pretending to
be a sheriff. The police officer claimed that the patient had been on a killing spree in
Russia for the previous five years, yet no evidence was ever found to confirm this.
The police officer also believed the patient to be a former movie star, despite no
evidence to support this theory either. After checking online and with Los Angeles
County records, it was established that the police officer had been pulled into the
patient's delusion and was admitted into our care a week after bringing us the
original patient. Sadly, the police officer is no longer in the institution, having ended
his stay, and his life, with us nine months ago.
Problem: There is a distinction between what the patient believes himself to be
suffering from and what he is actually suffering from. In his opinion, he's fine. In my
opinion, he's not. The symptoms seem to be the following: He can't and won't sleep.
He's overly blunt with other patients. He won't stop writing. When challenged on
anything, he will slip back into his fantasy, the previously discussed, carefully
designed 'Hollywood movie star' delusion. In fact, the delusion is so detailed he can
even recite his own filmography, the actors he starred with and the directors he took
orders from. Apparently, he was the police officer in 48 Hours opposite Eddie
Murphy, and not James Caan. So far, any attempt to challenge the patient on any
aspect of his delusion has been met with physical abuse.
Recent behaviour: The patient has appeared calm for weeks, yet there is still the
feeling that it is an act. Over the last two years, the patient has appeared calm a total
of 14 times, and after each period of calm has done the same thing: pull at his hair,
claim he's no longer Nick Nolte and try to attack someone, anyone, in fact. Also,
during these periods the patient has shown a tendency to target authority figures

[usually myself] and has even tried to break into this office on five separate
occasions.
Prognosis: The delusion is too tough to break, and there is the very real danger that
any deflation of that particular bubble will result in irreversible mental breakdown.
Therefore, it is perhaps more prudent to work on changing the parameters of the
delusion itself, making it less grand and volatile, and, hopefully, more manageable to
live in.

we should give the guy a
fucking break, for Krists sake and just let him breathe a little,
Actions: In light of the above recommendation

stop giving him meds and all that poison and stop chaining him
up like an animal all the goddamned time Im not hes not sick at
all, it just seemed that way but it wasnt that way at all someone
changed the whole world the whole goddamned thing went a
different shade and everyone forgot about me him about him.
so in conclusion we should let him go, say sorry maybe and just
let him live the way he wants to live like a human being key
point let him go immediately right now open the gates, dont ask
me anyth him anything let him go quiet
Signed:

Nick Nolte Doctor Williams

WORF in ghost text because most people have no respect for
star trek
Son of Mogh [and Moghetta?]
Father of the first tiny Kling-on.
[Almost] non-talker.
Aims for fifty words a day, no higher.
Aggressively anti-social, Worf doesn't even live on the station anymore. Instead, he hides
beneath the Captain's chair on the USS Defiant, listening to Kling-on opera, chewing his
nails, hoping to God the repair crew don't turn and see him.
When alone, he looks at the floor.
Or reads 20th Century author, Ralph Ellison.
If someone he knows approaches him, he'll walk the other way.
If they follow, he'll run.
If they run, he'll panic.
He drinks prune juice to suffer.
Psychologically, there is nothing wrong with him. He just doesn't have any interests other
than honour and killing, and battles where everyone died.
At the end of every conversation, Worf will become aware he's just been in a scene, and
will look down before looking at whichever character is walking away, as if realising or
regretting something big. This is called meta-Worf.
His rigidness can be explained by the meta-ness.
At some point in the show, Worf realised the meta-nature of himself and in turn realised
he couldn't be killed. He was obviously too popular, even if he could not understand
why. All he did was growl and hide under the Captain's chair.
Today never seems to be a good day to die.
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Whoever's in charge of the Kling-ons, watch your back. Worf will get you eventually.
The Romulans always call him a dog, and he doesn't like it. Who do they think they are,
those damn Romulans?
Their Warbirds look like shit.
There is no galaxy, only kill.

.

Nous ne savons pas...
Est-ce que un art modern?

'The Destruction of family'
[Watercolour print; painted by Anti-anti, 2007, part of the Science
Fiction Fiction Movement]

Snapshot One
The power of the piece, 'The Destruction of Family', is commensurate with the subjective power
of the Chipmunks. If you do not like them, if you do not find them funny, then the piece will
have heft. If not then it won't.
The destruction of family begins with all three chipmunks together, sucking on iced coffee. As
with the 'Worf vs. Monster' series, there is no background, the artist suggesting that the iced
coffee is all the chipmunks have, as well as each other. Attention should also be drawn, or
forced, towards the eyes of the three animals. The two at the side, Theodore and Simon, have
sole focus on their drinks, whereas Alvin, the central chipmunk, is looking towards the supposed
camera. This, if you didn't know, places two of the chipmunks firmly as 'object' and Alvin as
'knowing object', which in turn leads to a deeper question: Is family nothing more than the self +
others [Unit with supplements, instead of a larger, merged unit, which is the more common
perception]?

